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Today is the BIG day! Cast your ballot and be heard.

THE BG NEWS
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Bowling Green, Ohio
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Tuesday, November 8,1988

Dukakis and
Bush battling
in key states
(API— George Bush and Michael Dukakis sprinted for the
finish line Monday in their marathon quest for the White House,
the vice president confidently
saying the nation was "coming
in behind my candidacy" while
his underdog rival vowed he'd
spring a stunning "November
surprise."
Both men raced across America in a final-day search for support while their campaigns
spent nearly $1 million apiece on
competing 30-minute evening
appeals on network television.
Bush, the leader in the polls,
also aired a new five-minute
commercial that sharply attacked his Democratic rival.
"It's in the hands of the gods
and the American people, the
vice president said before heading for Houston and the final rally of candidacy.
Dukakis was campaigning
into overtime in a desperation
drive for an upset. He told a
crowd of 20,000 in California that
voters would kick Bush "right
out of our future."
Democrats expressed confidence they would command
majorities in the 101st Congress
that will govern alongside the
new president. They also angled
for modest gains In the dozen
statehouse races on Tuesday's
ballot.
The final day of America's
longest, costliest and — some
said — nastiest presidential
campaign left little room for

subtlety.
Democratic vice presidential
candidate Lloyd Bentsen appeared on stage in Texas with a
caged quail — an obvious die at
his Republican rival, Dan
Quayle.
Bush threw a stinging jab at
Dukakis, saying, We don't
want to return to my opponent's
favorite song: 'For all you do,
this recession is for you.' "
Dukakis campaigned on his
pledge to stand up for "average
working families." Grabbing
rest when he could on his plane,
he flew to a sunrise political service in Cleveland, then a rally in
St. Louis, where lie was greeted
by a band playing "Rock Around
the Clock." Still to come was
more campaigning on the West
Coast and then another middleof-the-night flight to an Iowa rally and election-morning appearances in Michigan.
"I don't need sleep; I'm
charging," he said in Ohio.
"WeTe going to win," he added,
predicting a "November sur6rise" that would land him in
le White House.
The polls said otherwise and
few outside the Dukakis innercircle raised their voice to disagree. Pollster Lou Harris was
one. He said Bush's margin was
shrinking steadily.
President Reagan made one
final swing for his vice president
of eight vears, wrapping up a
25,005-mile effort on behalf of
Republicans.

Tankers
to begin
skin tests
by Mike Drabenstott
sports reporter

Busy Seamstress

photo/jonnPotter

Chris Hawn, senior fashion merchandising major, adds some finishing touches lo a costume for the upcoming performance of Twelfth Night The show will run in the Eva Marie Saint Theatre from Nov 15 19.
Tickets are available at the Joe E. Brown Theatre box office.

Late forms prevent vote

University facul
on education stances
by Elizabeth Kimes
staff reporter

Once the mud clears after today's presidential election, most voters will know where
the next president stands on issues such as defense spending, drugs andptriotlsm.
However, members of the University faculty
and administration will still be waiting to see
what position the victor will take on education.
Vice President George Bush has said he sees
himself as the man who will be the "Education
President" if elected but. for the University director of financial aid and student employment.
Bosh has yet to provide proof for that chum.
"I really havent heard any definithff answers from candidate Bush," Conrad
McRoberts said. "He has indicated he was interested (in education) but we haven't heard
much more — very little detail. How wanting to
be the 'Education President' translates into actual programs, we don't know."
In terms of higher education, Bush said he
supports higher spending on grants and loans
for college students. He has also referred to implementing
programs designed to allow parents
r
- save for their children's college educations
Dennis Anderson, political science professor,
said it seems Bush has evaded the question of
education.
"It is preposterous to take him as credible on
education because the whole question of how he
plans to pay for things has not been addressed,''
Anderson said. "His unwillingness to talk about
taxes... along with this (education), adds up to
a general vagueness."
Lawerence Gold, a Washington lobbyist for
the City University of New York, was quoted in

Tuesday
According to the National Weather
Service at the Toledo
Express Airport, today
will bo partly cloudy
with a high between
50-55. There Is a 60
percent chance of
precipitation. Tonight
will be mostly cloudy
with a low of 30 degreet. Wednesday's
weather outlook once
again calls for mostly
cloudy skies with the high In the
mld-50*.

Cooper and Andrews pools in
the Student Recreation Center
remain closed today and members of the University swim
teams begin medical testing
after tests conducted on the
pools proved negative.
Rec Center director Terry
Parsons said the problem is still
a mystery.
"We're presently trying to
exhaust all possible culprits,"
Parsons said.
Rec Center officials closed the
pools for precautionary reasons
last Thursday after members of
the Bowling Green men's and
women's swim teams complained of hair loss and hair discoloration.
Under the advice of Dr. Joshua Kaplan, director of student
health services, members of the
team will be tested today in
Toledo by Medical College of
Ohio dermatologists to determine the exact nature of their
hair loss in hope that some clue
to the mystery will be uncovered.
The Rec Center has received
no similar problems or complaints from varsity divers,
members of the Bowling Green
swim dub, who use the pool an
hour a day, or recreational
swimmers, Parsons said.
Because of this, Parsons
points to the 18 to 20 hours a
week the varsity swimmers
a See Swimmers, page 8.

by Christian Thompson
staff reporter

the Chronicle ofHigher Education as saying: "I
think Bush made a very conscious effort to
make education a non-issue." •
Gold said Bush did this because "he knew distinctly he was vulnerable on (education)."
For Michael Dukakis, his stance on education
revoftos around a loan program that would
have students repaying their college education
throughout their careers.
McRoberts said the Dukakis plan is similar to
the current Income Contingent Program, where
a federal loan is paid back according to income.
The one drawback of the federal government
program is 0* amount of Interest rate paymenta affect groups such as women, minorities
and the handicapped the most, he said.
"You find these groups are lower income
once they graduate because they generally get
paid leas man men," McRoberts said. "Because of this, their payments on the loan are
stretched out and therefore they are paying
more interest in the long run.''
McRoberts said he was not sure how Dukakis'
loan theory would work and who would be adversely affected The Chronicle quoted studentaid experts as predicting the program would
probably aid middle-class students most.
Overall, the issue of education reflects a
campaign where neither candidate is committing himself to detail, Anderson said.
"They arent saying where the money is coming from, because Out is a sign of death," Anderson said. "They (the American public) are
toldthey don't have fo pay for anything and that
overcomes their common sense and mey begin
to believe it"
University President Paul Olscamp said this
presidential campaign 'has been the most
uninspired campaign in years" and the outlook
Sea Comments, page 9.

The 21 University students unable to vote in this
year's election will not be alone, according to results published by Secretary of State Snerrod
Brown.
The Office of the Secretary of State reported
that, while more than 130,000 voter registration
forms were received before the Oct. 11 deadline,
"a few thousand" forms were not received in time
for registration.
"The biggest problem we've had with voter registration is late forms," said Amy Wendel,

spokeswoman for Sherrod Brown, adding that incorrect addresses or mail service delays caused
some forms to arrive late.
She said all potential voters whose forms were
received after the deadline will not be eligible to
vote today, but will be registered for the next election.
Wendel said outside assistance increased the
number of people in the state registered to vote.
' 'We had an unprecedented amount of assistance
from private corporations such as Marathon and
Ashland Oil who sent registration forms with their
billings," Wendel said. "Mayors and county officials also helped by offering their offices for registration purposes."
See Vote, page 5.

Board of Elections sets
30 student voting sites
by Tracy Richards
staff reporter

With 3.000 University students
expected to cast their ballots today, the Wood County Board of
Elections has designated over 30
places for both on- and offcampus students to vote.
Mary Lou Emans, director of
the Wood County Board of Elections, said off-campus students
can vote at locations in their designated precincts, while oncampus students can vote in the
Northeast Commons.
Each off-campus precinct is

should call the Board of Elections.
Throughout the state, polls
will be open from 6:30 a.m. to
7:30 p.m., as mandated by state
law.
According to Emans, every
voting precinct in Wood County
is "barrier- free, so they are accessible to any handicapped
people in wheelchairs."
Emans said this requirement
Last Thursday, off-campus
students were sent cards in- dictated the selection of the
forming them of which voting Northeast Commons as the onBrecinct they are assigned. If campus precinct because it is
le cards were not received or one of the few buildings comanyone is still unsure which pre- pletely accessible to handicapcinct to vote at, Emans said they
See Ballots, page 8.
divided by streets and is placed
within reasonable distance so no
off-campus student should have
a problem voting, Emans said.
"Ideally, each (off-campus)
precinct serves between 250 to
450 people, but some of the
places may go a little over because we had such a massive
registration," Emans said.

News in Brief
This week's paychecks
will be ready Thursday
Students looking forward to getting their Friday
paychecks every other week have one less day to
wait this week.
Since Friday is Veteran's Day and the Bursar s
Office will be closed, students who are paid every
other Friday can pick up their paychecks on
Thursday.
,
Students who are paid on a salary basis and
normally pick up their checks on the 20th of each
month can get theirs on Nov. 18 since Nov. 20 falls
on a Sunday.

Private bank closed
by state regulations
after false promises
CINCINNATI (AP) — A Cincinnati man, who
opened up his own savings and loan operation
offering 35 percent interest on certificates of deposit, has been ordered to close down by the Ohio
Department of Commerce.
Connie J. Harris, superintendent of the Ohio Savings and Loan Associations, ordered Ivan

Romanoff to cease operation of ComNet SavingsLoan immediately. She said Ohio law prohibits any
individual or corporation from operating as a savings and loan without aproval by the state.
r
'The Deparment of Commerce investigated
ComNet and found tht it is not registered as a corporation with the Ohio Secretary of State, nor has
it been granted authority by any state orfederal
agency to operate as a financial institution," she
said in a release mailed Friday.

She said Romanoff had operated ComNet out of
his home and claimed falsely that deposits were
insured by Federal Deposit Guarantee Insurance.
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* The News endorses*
* Gov. Mike Dukakis *
*T n this year's presidential elections, many peo*jl pie would agree that neither candidate is an *"
^.overwhelming choice to occupy the White House. *
T But one candidate is the best choice to lead this .
^country into the next decade because he is con- J
deemed about middle-class Americans. He is Demo- *
^cratic nominee Massachusetts Gov. Michael S. Du- *
*

*

,« President Ronald Reagan did a good job as presi- *.
*dent by establishing peace between the United
^States and other countries. Vice President George *"
jL.Bush wants to continue with the Reagan Admiius-*
*"trationplan.
^.
*■ Dukakis, however, wants to bring a change that *
^.includes middle-class Americans' needs. With a*
*"strong running mate in Sen. Lloyd Bentsen — who
*is more qualified than Republican vice president *
*. candidate Sen. Dan Quayle — the Democrat ticketswill lead America to a better tomorrow.
* As America's future, students should compare^
^.both candidates' positions on the issues. We espe-jf
daily should be concerned with two important is-^
*sues that will affect us in the next few years— edu- *location and employment.
. j,*
The Reagan Administration spent billions of dol-^
*lars for U.S. defense and had to cut financial aid.^
jtOther than a few proposals, Bush hasn't given any*
^indication that he would reverse the financial aid^.
* Dukakis, on the other hand, outlined specific*
. ways in which he would use the Department of Ed- ^
*ucation and increase federal spending to improve^
* education.
.
*
u He proposes attracting and retaining good teacn- ±
*ers through a proposed $250 million "National''
* Teaching Excellence Fund." Included in this plan*
• are scholarships for students who want to become jt
* teachers, repayable if they go into other profes-
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MIKE ROYKO

Put up or shut up - and stop those lips
Read my lips: I want to make
a big bet.
"How big a bet?"
Read my lips: I want to bet
$5,000.
"That is a considerable sum.
And what is it you wish to bet
on?"
Read my lips. I will bet you
$5,000 that George Bush is feeding us a line of do»doo, to use
Of course I was. And if you one of his favorite macho words.
"Be careful. I will not tolerate
read my lips, you would have
any insults directed at our Pollunderstood.
ster-Designated
Commander-in"Read your lips? I can't read
Chief."
lips."
Don't change the subject. Are
I'm sorry, but I thought all
Republicans could read lips. I you a betting man or aren't you?
"You haven't even said what
mean, George Bush is always
saying, "read my lips," so I as- we will be betting on."
All right. Read my lips. I bet
sumed that this was a common
you five Big Ones that if George
Republican
skill.
,f
You don't understand. He Bush becomes president, our
says that for emphasis, to drive taxes will go up.
"Just one moment. He didn't
home a point, to make sure that
people understand that he say taxes wouldn't go up. He
said no new taxes.''
means what he says."
Don't play word games,
Ah, I understand. When he
says: "Read my lips: no new Grump. If taxes go up, the intaxes," he wants us to make no crease is new. So any tax inmistake about it — there will be crease amounts to new taxes.
"And you are willing to bet
no new taxes when he is in the
$5,000 that he will do this?"
White House.
Read my lips: No new taxes is
"Exactly. Now, what were
you trying to say when you were a lot of doo-doo.
"You have become increaswiggling your lips at me?"
What I was saying was: Read ingly offensive."
Hey, it's a living.
my lips, I want to make a bet
"What you're saying, in your
with you.
usually crude way, is that
"What kind of bet?"

My conservative friend
Grump looked alarmed. He
stared at my face for several
seconds, then said: "What's
wrong with you? Have you developed a twitch?"
Nothing is wrong with me.
"Then why are you wiggling
your lips that way?"
"But you weren't saying any-

George Bush is not being sincere/'
Read my lips: He's flat-out
"By George, if it weren't ille!;al, I'd toss my glove in your
ace and challenge you to a
duel."
Never mind the doo-doo. Are
you going to take the bet or
aren't you?
"Betting is illegal."
So is selling weapons to the
ayatollah. Come on Grump,
Columbus took a chance.
"How do you intend to stucture this bet?"
We will each come up with 5
Gs, cash money. We'll put it in
an interest-bearing escrow account. Then we will wait. If,
after four years, there is no tax
increase, you win. If there is a
tax increase — which is a sure
thing—Iwin.
"Taxes are a complex matter.
Sometimes a tax increase isn't
really an increase at all, but in
economic theory, it is a decrease."
Read my lips: That is deep
doo-doo you are talking. We'H
know if it is an increase. But, to
be certain, we will jointly select
a neutral tax expert. Or even a
panel of experts. And we will let
them decide if a tax increase really is a tax increase.
"I'll have to think about it."
Think about it? Grump, read

my lips: You are chicken.
"I don't have to tolerate insults."
Read my lips: You are worse
than chicken. You are a quail,
which is a tiny chicken.
"You are trying to provoke me
into a rash act."
Read my lips: Are you betting
or ain't you?
"I think I should get odds.
How about two to one?"
I was right. You are a quail.
"Enough. Yes, there will be
new taxes. But it will be the fault
of the Democrats in Congress."
Read my lips: That isn't what
Bush has been syaing. He's been
saying, Read my lips: No new
taxes. So let's not start making
excuses before the dirty deed is
even done.
"I don't have to listen to this
scurrilous bilge. Keep your bet.
I have better things to do."
Yes, you can put up some
more WUlie Horton posters.
"Goodbye, you pinko."
With that, Grump was gone.
But I haven't given up.
Read my lips: Any Republican out there who wants to cover
my bet, just give me a call. It
will prove you aren't a quail.
Just a pigeon.
Royko is a columnist tor the
Chicago Tribune.
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_-. Also, Dukakis wants to make a college education ^
jT available to all qualified students. In addition to en*"couraging states to set up tuition savings or pre-*"
* payment plans, Dukakis would create a new pro-*
. gram in which loans could be repaid over a stu-j.
* dent's employed life through paycheck deductions.
* Besides education, another important issue stu- *
.dents should consider before voting is employment ^.
W after graduation.
.
* President Reagan has emphasized economic*
u_ growth and unemployment has declined. Yet, the ,4
*$20,000-a-year jobs were replaced by additional
*$T35-an hour jobs, and proverty has increased dur- *
• ing Reagan's term.
*
r How can a middle-class family hve comfortably
* under Reagan's plan? Dukakis supports jobs in*
C which famines don't have to struggle to stay afloat, JL
* and he has several plans to decrease poverty.
* There are many issues in this campaign, but none*
.4 are more important to students than education and ^.
*" employment.
,„....
_i *.
* JTie News endorses Michael Dukakis for presi- *
*.dent and Lloyd Bentsen for vice president. This*.
** ticket will lead America to a better future.
.
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Ramps should be
free of obstacles
This is a letter that goes out to
those people who are fortunate
enough to be able to walk. Last
night while entering the library,
I saw something that made me
angry. This was not the first
time I witnessed this, but feeling
people are naturally good, I did
not think it would happen again.
At the beginning of the wheelchair ramp, someone had
chained their bicycle to the railing. With this being the only way
for individuals in wheelchairs to
enter the library, they were basically unable to gain enterance
on this night. I feel it is extremely unfair to those individuals because the library was
built to help all people, not just

BLOOM COUNTY

BO NEWS STAFF
Photo Editor
Ajel. Photo Ed**
AMI City E<*tw
Sport* Edrtw
AMI . sport* Edr*x
Art spoti Editor

LETTERS
those who are too inconsiderate
to park their bike in the designated area. After all we all know
how we like to procrastinate.
What if an individual really
needed to use the library for a
Kper or an assignment? Would
have to go to his professor
and state he could not get into
the library because some person
could not take an extra few
minutes to put their bike on the
bike rack?
Chris Distel
640 Eighth St. Apt. 4

lieve will provide "Leadership
For Wood County and America." Conspicuously missing
was Dan Quayle, George Bush's
running mate and the Republican Party's candidate for vice
president. As I cannot view this
omission as an oversight, I can
only conclude that: 1) the Republican Party does not believe
Quayle will provide "Leadership for America" and/or, 2)
they have purposely forgotten
about Quayle in an effort to mislead the American voting public.
Remember, we are voting for a
President/Vice President
package when we select
Bush/Quayle or Duka-

Where is Quayle? KS3ii
In Friday's BG News, the
Wood County Republican Party
(ilaced an ad showing us the
aces of the candidates they be-

So. where is Dan Quayle, vice
presidential candidate for the
Republican Party? Well, his
Missing Child Picture can be

by Berke Breathed

found on milk cartons across
America. Seriously, the Republican Party has kept Mr.
Quayle out of the limelight with
good reason — polls have shown
that when Quayle's name is
mentioned with Bush's, the
margin over Dukakis/Bentsen
is reduced or even reversed.
After his debate with Bentsen,
Quayle claimed that he was
dumping his Republican advisors and was going to speak
his mind in the closing month of
the campaign.
The Republican Party response has been to send Quayle
to high schools and small towns
across America where the scrutiny is greatly reduced, the
media attention is niinimal and
the majority of Americans forget about his very existence.
Once again, today we elect a
Bresidential/vice presidential
cket of either Bush/Quayle or
Dukakis/Bentsen. It appears,
however, that the Republican
Party is trying to hoodwink us
into believing that our choice for
vice president is not all important. I beg to differ with them!
Where's Dan?
George Hough, Jr.
Sociology department

Respond
The BG News editorial
page is your campus
forum.
Letters to the editor
should be a maximum of
100-300 words in length and
should be typewritten,
double-spaced, and signed.
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DENNIS ROBAUGH
Support Voinovich
George Voinovich is a candidate for the United States Senate
in this year's election. I believe
Voinovich is the candidate all
BGSU students should support.
Voinovich's opponent is trying
to buy Senate election with his
thousands of 30 second thousand
commercials. His opponent has
refused to debate Voinovich on
the issues facing Ohio and does
not even hold regular press conferences to share his view with
Ohioans. Voinovich's opponent
is clearly trying to hide because
his voting record in the Senate is
too liberal for mainstream Ohio.
However, I do not support
George Voinovich because his
opponent refuses to discuss his
liberal record. Voinovich is
BGSU's candidate because of
the following reasons.
1) EXPERIENCE — Voinovich has lead a successful career in public service for 25
years. He has served as an assistant attorney general for Ohio
State Representative. Cuyahoga
County Auditor and Commissioner, Lt. Governor of Ohio and
as the successful mayor of
Cleveland since 1979. Voinovich
has lead Cleveland back from
the brink of financial disaster
and has been named one of the
top mayor's in the nation by
several political journals. Due to

/J

his effort over 80,000 jobs have
been created in Cleveland.
2) EDUCATION — Voinovich
has stated many times that education would be his top priority
as a Senator. Voinovich has
called for an educational Marshall Plan to recharge America's educational system. His
support of the student loan program and other student issues is
also strong.
3) IMPORTANCE OF BGSU
— Voinovich was the only Senate
candidate to visit BGSU during
the campaign. He spoke to a political science class several
weeks ago. He cares about the
views of the students at Bowling
Green. As Ohio's Senator, BGSU
students would get an opportunity to discuss their views on the
important issues of the day with
George Voinovich.
4) HUSTLER FOR OHIO —
Voinovich has successfully lobbied the federal government for
funding for Cleveland. In fact,
Cleveland is the top winner of
discretionary funds (federal
Sants that cities must compete
r with other cities). Ohio is
currently 21st in sending tax dollars to Washington, but only 46th
in getting funds from the federal
government. Voinovich would
e a senator with an Ohio
agenda that fights to bring
money back to Ohio.
David Robinson
1481/2 S. Summit

'Former'presidents discuss the elections
I have noticed that during this
presidential campaign the candidates have been dropping
some very big names:
Roosevelt, Truman and Kennedy. Now, I have not seen any
of these people out stumping for
either Bush or Dukakis. And for
good reason. They are dead.
So utilizing my extensive investigative reporting skills
(pause here for editors to
snicker and laugh), I decided to
look into this political controversy.
I called up a few of the former
presidents a few days ago and
set up a conference call. Yes, I
do have a phone line to the afterlife. You think your lone distance phone bills are bad, you
should see mine.
The discussion went something like this. (Hey, if Nancy
Erikson can talk to a pit bull, I
can talk to a dead president!)
ME: President Roosevelt,
Reagan has said that if Harry
Truman and you were alive today, you would be Republicans.
What do you think of that?
FDR: Ronnie's old enough to
remember what my administration was all about. Maybe he is
Jetting a bit senile in his old age.
had one of the most progressive programs in the history of
the nation. I had to get this na-

tion out of the Depression and I
needed every power in the
Sovernment available to me to
DSO.

Truman: Under my Fair Deal
Erogram I tried to institute some
road welfare programs. I was
willing to use the government to
intervene extensively in the
economy. It seems like Reagan
is letting the Wall Street speculators run all over the shop.
These young whippersnappers
are not doing the common man a
whole hell of a lot of good!
Truman seemed visibly
peeved.
ME: So you would not be Republican?
Truman: Hell No!
FDR: I do not think so.
Just then President Kennedy
broke in.
JFK: I want to know why the
Republicans are calling up the
spectres of dead Democrats and
not Republicans.
ME: Well, Nixon and Ford are
not dead vet. You have to go all
the way back to Eisenhower to
find a dead Republican.
JFK: Reagan is practically a
carbon copy of Eisenhower.
They're both old. They both had
problems with unemployment
and inflation.
FDR: Who hasn't?
JFK: Actually, neither of

them got much done.
All the presidents chuckled.
Ike was not around to defend
himself and, contrary to popular
belief, Ron is not dead yet.
ME: President Kennedy,
many people are comparing
Dan Quayle to you. including
Quayle. Do you think the comparison is valid?
FDR broke in with a guff a w.
FDR: John is much better
looking and is a better speaker
than that Quayle fella. Quayle
has all the charisma of a dead
salmon.
JFK: I don't think Quayle has
what it takes to be vicepresident.
ME: Reagan and Bush have
been slamming the Democrats
at every turn with the dreaded
L-word.
FDR: L-word?
ME: Liberal. It is quite out of
fashion to be one of those these
days.
Truman: Dammit! I'm proud
to be a liberal. How about you
John?
JFK: I should say so. We're
all proud to be liberals.
Just then Teddy Roosevelt
butted in on the conversation.

TR: Liberal? What's thishorse hockey about liberals?
FDR: Your Republicans are;
making liberal a dirty word.
TR: Well hell! I was pretty
progressive in my day. I kind of
think the Duke s anti-merger
plank is pretty damn good.
ME: So you are supporting
Dukakis?
TR: No. I'm going hunting.
Leave me out of this.
ME: And the rest of you, who;
are you supporting ?
>
JFK: I'll pass on that.
FDR: Leave me out.
Truman: I think they are both
pretty lame.
ME: By the way something
has been causing quite a strr
down here on Earth lately.
-■
JFK: Yes?
ME: Is Elvis up there?
JFK: Hmmm. Now that you
mention it, I haven't seen him up
here.
ME: Now there is something
for us to really think about
ELVIS'88?!
>
Robaugh is sophomore journalism major from North Royalton.

FALCONS VS. HURONS SATURDAY - BE THE 12th MAN ^

FREE!!

WOODLAND MALL • 353-0204

BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY
DEPARTMENT OF ETHNIC STUDIES
Presents
THE FIFTH ANNUAL CONFERENCE
ETHNIC STUDIES: CROSSROADS TO THE 21ST CENTURY
"WOMEN OF COLOR: ISSUES OF GENDER,
ETHNICITY AND CLASS"
November 10-11, 1988
McFall Center - Assembly Room
KEYNOTE ADDRESS
DISTINGUISHED PRESENTERS
RANA BASU, Attorney
Washington, D.C.

Thursday, November 10, 1988
Plenary Session and Symposium
"Ideologies of Feminism:
Mythologies and Realities"

DYMPNA CALLAGHAN - MESSER
Bowling Green State University
RUTH HILL
Radcliff College

Friday, November 11,1988
Plenary Session and Symposium
"The Invisible Woman in the Feminist
Movement: The Marginality of Color"

SHIRLEY SAGAWA. Counsel
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.
ELIZABETH SALAS
University of Washington, Seattle |
LUCI TAPAHONSO
University of New Mexico,
Albuquerque

MARY ROMERO
Yale University

SAU-LING WONG
University of California, Berkeley

DAILY SESSIONS 9:30 A.M. - 4:00 P.M.
FREE AND OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
JOHNNETTA B. COLE
President, Spelman College
Atlanta, Georgia
November 10, 1988
8:00 p.m.
Lenhart Grand Ballroom - University Union
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Presidential candidates profiled
WASHINGTON (AP) Here, at a glance, is biographical information on the two presidential candidates and their running mates.

GEORGE BUSH, Republican
candidate for president
CURRENT OFFICE: Vice
president.
PERSONAL: Bush was born
June 12, 1924, in Milton, Mass.;
lived in Greenwich, Conn., and
Houston, Texas. His parents:
Prescott Bush and Dorothy
Walker Bush. Prescott Bush was
a U.S. senator from Connecticut,
1952-63.
George Bush and his wife, the
former Barbara Pierce, have
five children —George, Jeb,
Neil, Marvin and Dorothy.
EDUCATION: Bush graduated from Phillips Academy in Bush
Andover, Mass., in 1942. He went
to Yale University, receiving a sador to the United Nations,
bachelor's degree in economics 1971-73; chairman of the Republican National Committee,
in 1948.
. iu
CAREER: Bush was m the 1973-74; chief of the U.S. Liaison
Navy, 1942-45. In 1951, he co- Office in China, 1974-75; and difounded a small royalty firm. He rector of the Central Intelco-founded Zapata Petroleum ligence Agency, 1976-77.
Bush unsuccessfully sought
Corp. in 1953. In 1954, he cofounded and became president the Republican presidential
of Zapata Offshore Co., which nomination in 1980 and later became Ronald Reagan's running
sold drilling equipment.
Bush was elected to the U.S. mate. He was elected vice
House of Representatives in 1966 Eresident on the ticket with
eagan in 1980. Reagan and
to represent a Texas district and
was re-elected in 1968. He made Bush were re-elected in 1984.
two unsuccessful tries for the
DAN QUAYLE, Republican
Senate, in 1964 and 1970.
candidate for vice president
Bush served as U.S. Ambas-

BQSU THEATRE PRESENTS

84
Charing

Cross Road
By Helena Hanff
Adapted for the stage by James Roose Evans
A Readers Theatre Production
NOVEMBER 9 12 at 8 PM
and NOVEMBER 13 at 2 P M
JOE E BROWN THEATRE—University Hall
All tickets $3
For reservations, call 372 271S

CURRENT OFFICE: U.S.
senator from Indiana.
PERSONAL: Quayle was
born Feb. 4, 1947, in Indianapolis, Ind., and lived in Huntington, Ind. His parents: James C.
Quayle, publisher of The Huntington Herald-Press, and Corinne P. Quayle.
Dan Quayle and his wife, the
former Marilyn Tucker, have
three children —Tucker, Benjamin and Corinne.
EDUCATION: Quayle
received a bachelor's degree in
political science from DePauw
University in 1969 and a law deS;e from Indiana University
w School in 1974.
CAREER: He was in the Indiana National Guard, 1969-75.
Quayle was an investigator for
the Indiana attorney general, a
gubernatorial aide and director
of the inheritance tax division of
the Indiana Department of Revenue. He was associate publisher of The Huntington HeraldPress
Quayle was elected to the U.S.
House of Representatives in
1976, ousting eight-term Democrat J. Edward Roush. He was
re-elected to the House in 1978.
Quayle ran for the U.S. Senate in
1980 and ousted Democrat Birch
E. Bayh Jr. Quayle was reelected to the Senate in 1986.

MICHAEL DUKAKIS, Democratic candidate for president
CURRENT OFFICE: governor of Massachusetts.
PERSONAL: Dukakis was
born Nov. 3, 1933, in Brookline,
Mass. His parents: Panos Dukakis and Euterpe Boukis Dukakis, Greek immigrants.
Michael Dukakis and his wife,
the former Katharine Dickson,
have three children — John, Andrea and Kara.
EDUCATION: Dukakis
received a bachelor's degree in
political science from Swarthmore College in 1955 and a law
degree from Harvard Law
School in 1960.CAREER: Dukakis was in the Army, 1955-57,
serving in Korea. After receiving his degree, he practiced law.
He was first elected to the
Massachusetts House of Representatives in 1962, serving there
1963-71. After losing a 1970 race
for lieutenant governor of Massachusetts, Dukakis became a
moderator of public television's
"The Advocates," 1971-73.
He was elected governor of
Massachusetts in 1974 and lost
his bid for re-election in 1978. He
was a lecturer and director of intergovernmental studies at
Harvard's John F. Kennedy

What:

MINORITY CAREER SEARCH EXPERIENCE

When:

Monday November 14,1988

Time:

3:00 p.m.

Where:

Community Suite (University Union)

Featuring:

Career insights, Co-op and
internship opportunities and
|ob search advice will be
offered by professionals

started with little money and
built a financial dynasty in real
estate.
Lloyd Bentsen Jr. and his
wife, the former Beryl Ann
Longino, have three children —
Lloyd M. Ill, Lan Chase and
Tina Ann.
EDUCATION: Bentsen was
educated at the University of
Texas, receiving a law degree in
1942.
CAREER: He was in the
Army in World War II. He practiced law and was a business executive in Houston, 1955-72. He
headed Lincoln Consolidated, a
financial holding institution.
Bentsen was elected a judge of
Dukakis
Hidalgo County, Texas, in 1946.
School of Government, 1979-82.
He was elected in November
He again was elected governor 1948 to the U.S. House of Representatives
for the 80th Congress,
in 1982 and was re-elected in
then was elected the next month
1986.
„
m
LLOYD BENTSEN, Demo- to serve for the rest of the 81st
cratic candidate for vice presi- Congress. He was re-elected in
1950 and 1952. He did not run
dent
CURRENT OFFICE: U.S. again in 1954, leaving office in
1&5. He was elected to the U.S.
senator from Texas.
PERSONAL: Bentsen was Senate in 1970 and was reborn Feb. 11, 1921, in Mission, elected in 1976 and 1982.
Bentsen announced his candiTexas, and lived in Starr
County. His great-great-uncle dacy for the presidency on Feb.
was Henry Wilson, vice presi- 17,1975. and dropped out of the
dent in 1873-75 during President national race for the DemocraUlysses S. Grant's second ad- tic nomination on Feb. 10,1976.
He is also running for reministration. Bentsen's father,
Lloyd Sr., was a rancher who election to the Senate this year.

CD EX SCHOLARSHIP INFORMATION FOR
11 EC
STUDENTS WHO NEED

MONEY FOR COLLEGE

Registration: Contact Office of
Minority Student Activities
for more information.

Every Student It Eligible tor Some Type ol
Financial Aid Regardless of Grades or Parental Income.
• We have e data bank ol ovar 200,000 Mating! ol aeholarahlpa,
fellowships, grants, and loana, ^presenting over *10 bMHon In private
sector funding.
• Many aeholarahlpa are given to atudanta baaed on their academic
Interesta. career plane, tamlly heritage and place ol residence.
• There's money available lor atudenta who have been newepeper carrlore. grocery clerks, cheerleaders, non-smokers .. . etc.
• Results GUARANTEED
CALL
ANYTIME

For A Free Brochure

(800)346-6401

••
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Seniors?
Which group are you in?
*>

1

O
Those pictured in the 1989 KEY.

1
Those not.

Don't be a blank spot in your classmates'

Appointments are filling fast! Don't be left out!
Call 372-8086 to make your appointment today with Immortality

Local
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Candidates fight for House seat
Incumbent stresses education

Democrat believes in listening
appreciate what small businesses go through and part of
my job (with the University) is
to work with small businesses.
"A problem with state
By applvine the campaign philosophy of listening, acting, then government is that when we look
listening again, Democratic at the economy, we tend to concandidate for state representa- centrate on big businesses and
tive, William Fischer, said he we need to look at the small
believes he can be an effective businesses and give them some
breaks, too," he said.
legislator for the county.
On education, Fischer said a
Fischer, a
revised educational system is
research assoneeded to maintain the faith of
ciate at the
the tax supporters.
University's
"We nave an education
Population
system designed for children of
ana Society
the 1950s and it isn't going to
Research
work for kids of the 19908," he
Center, is runsaid. "We need an updated
ning tor the
system that people would be
seat against
more confident about — that
incumbent Fischer
supporters would support with
Randall Gardtax dollars."
ner.
Fischer said the time schedule
"You have to get your ideas
from the people on the front of the national education system
was designed with the idea that
lines," Fischer said.
Explaining the key issues of E a rents would be returning
ome at the same time the chilcampaigns as education, environment and the economy, the dren would — providing for
University graduate said his ex- more family interaction.
That, however, is not possible
perience working with the Holliday & Associates public re- with today's business world —
lations firm in Bowling Green which is why the system needs
and WKIQ-FM have made him to be revised, he said.
According to Fischer, another
aware of problems faced by
issue vital to Wood County resismall businesses.
"Small business is the back- dents is the environment.
Citing an abnormally high
bone of the economy," the
24-year-old candidate said. "I cancer rate for the county, Fisby Julie Wallace
news editor

Vote

cher said, "I am concerned it
will eventually be traced to the
landfills."
"We need stronger landfill
legislation and need to examine
the alternatives to landfills," he
said. "If we continue to put it
into the ground, sooner or later
we are going to run out of
ground."
Fischer said one of the only
long-term solutions available to
communities is recycling —
which the state government
needs to stress as a waste disposal option, he said.
"We've got to get grant money
to experts who can research and
develop other solutions,
however," he said.
Fischer said, if elected, one of
his goals is to work at making a
state government that acts
rather wan reacts.
Citing the low-key campaign
between himself and Gardner,
Fischer said he believes there is
too much negative campaigning
going on in the political arena.
"I wanted to make a point that
you don't have to knock two
candidates down until the people
feel they are choosing between
the lesser of two evils/' he said,
adding that while he and Gardner disagree on some basic
philosophies, neither have publicly criticized the other.

by Julie Wallace
news editor
As a former teacher and
member of educational committees in state government, Republican incumbent Randall
Gardner said this experience
will enable him to continue to
serve in the best interests of the
district.
Gardner,
who has served three
years as Fifth
District state
representative, is running against
Democrat Wil- Gardner
liam Fischer
for the seat.
As a member of the House
Select Committee on Educational Funding and a former history and government teacher at
Otsego High School, he said his
direct involvement in education
weighs heavily in a district
where both a state university
and technical college are located.
"Education is the primary interest of Wood County — having
Bowling Green State University
and the largest technical university (Owens Technical College) in it," he said. "I have a
real concern about priorities in

state budget as far as educational funding goes."
Gardner said state subsidy for
higher education is determined
from a formula, giving colleges
that teach engineering and medicine more money than colleges
which center on education and
business.
This formula needs to be revised, prioritizing education, he
said.
"If you are going to make
higher education an issue, you
need to give some special attention to those colleges that train
teachers," he said. "It is almost
as if BGSU is being penalized
through the state subsidy
system for having a large College of Education.
Gardner said while income
taxes are frequently raised in
order to support the education
system, the money is often filtered into several different
areas.
"There is going to be some
proposal for an income tax increase ... but as long as our
priorities are misguided, there
is no way I am going to support
higher taxes," Gardner said.
"We often raise taxes in the
name of education and then
spend new money on other
things.
"We are going to fight to make
sure that doesn't happen again,"
he said.

In addition to education,
Gardner said the other key issues in the campaign are the environment and the economy of
Wood County.
"The environment is obviously a major one," he said. "I
voted in favor of a solid and hazardous waste bill, House Bill 592
and for House Bill 428, a safer
transportation bill," he said.
He said his vote on Bill 592
changed on the second vote,
however, when the bill was reworded. When the reworded bill
forced local government businesses to pay more for waste
disposal —he voted against it.
Gardner, who earned a science degree from the University
in 1981 and a master's degree in
political science a year later,
said the economy of Wood
County is better oft than most
counties in the area.
"Wood County has a strong
economic base — partly because
of BGSU and Owens Tech," he
said. "At this time, it has the
fourth lowest unemployment
rate in the district — so a lot of
things are right already."
Citing 1,233 votes in his three
years as representative, the
30-year-old representative said
he believes the job requires dedication, a quality which he said
he has already proven.
"I've been a full-time repreC See Gardner, page 8.

Keep Your Eyes On TV 27 Weeknights At 5:30 p.m.

D Continued from page 1.
She said the office tried to encourage voters to register early
so it would not be overwhelmed
with applications on the day of
the deadline.
' 'About a thousand forms were
received on the deadline — a
problem we Wed to avoid by
pushing for registration during
August and September," she
said. "Our office employs 15-20
people, but during registration
we had to hire some temporary
help."
She said although the office
regrets that the late registrations could not be processed for
the 1988 presidential election.

THE UNIVERSITY
FORUM
South Africa is a place of
continuing puzzlement.
The University Forum
host, Dr Michael Marsden,
will talk with professors
Leland Roloff and Brian
Macaskill, two experts on
South African life and literature, ahout their views
Tuesday, November 8

ART BEAT
Enjoy the art and culture of
the area vicariously as Art
Beat host Marcia Brown interviews artists, visits exhibits and attends concerts.
Wednesday, November 9

TIME OUT
Cheer for the Falcons as
Time Out airs a feature on
the BGSU cheerleaders.
Hear basketball coach Fran
Voll make a prediction for
the 1988-89 season
Thursday, November 10

MATT BRICHTA

VIEWPOINT
Domestic violence happens
too often, too close to
home Hear experienced
journalist and Viewpoint
host. Larry Whatley delve
into this social problem
Friday, November 11

OHIO BUSINESS
OUTLOOK
Learn the inside lips that
make certain businesses a
success when George
Howick, host of Ohio Business Outlook, tours area
industrial, manufacturing
or service firms
Monday. November 14

WBGU
TV27

Word processing made simple.

cinema.
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PROFESSIONAL BACKGROUND

Vnnn/
The American Education
Foundation provides a
computerized service
which will match 5 to 25
sources ol financial aid
with your needs, interests
and qualifications.

k Bowling Green
* Northwood
k Pcrrysburg
k Pcrrysburg Township
k Rossford
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MATT BRICHTA'S PLEDGE AS SHERIFF

HuASE SENP FREE INFORMATION

|Addf*M _

Police Chief, City of Rossford
Assistant Police Chief, City of Bowling Green
Bowling Green State Univ., Police Dept.
State Highway Patrol (Ohio)
Police Chief, Village of West Union (Ohio)

POLICE ASSOCIATION ENDORSEMENTS

We've researched thousands
of sources of financial aid and
programmed them into our
computers. Don't let it go to
wastel Simply complete a
Student Dataform and let our
computers do the work. Cost
is minimal. Results are
guaranteed!

|Name

27yean in Law Enforcement
k
k
k
k
*

COULD YOU USE MONEY
FOR COLLEGE?

Word processing made simpler.

k Establish Full Time Drug Task Force and Drug Abuse
Education Programs
* High visibility throughout Wood County
k Encourage county-wide cooperation between the
Sheriffs office and local police departments
k Humane and responsible management of
correctional facility
k Provide additional in-service training for deputies and
local law enforcement personnel.

Talk about manual labor. The only
thing more complicated than most word
processors is their instruction manuals.
You can wade through hundreds of
pages of "user interfaces" and "output
fonts" or try something far simpler: The
Smith Corona PWP 3 Personal Word
Processor.
Using PWP 3 is truly an exercise in
simplicity. Our easy-to-follow Tutorial
DataDisk teaches you that moving blocks
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SKMUCOTOM(CanadaLid

raid lo. by Man llrehu lor Shanft Com. IMO Scftram Rd.. Ro-tort. OH 4MO0;
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of text is a snap, deleting words is a
cinch and inserting words is effortless.
In fact, PWP 3 is so incredibly simple
to use, you can pick it up in practically
no time.
That way, you can spend more
of your time writing. And less of
your time reading about writing.
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Pond benefits from position
City Council's first student representative reflects on past year
"I think Ward 1 is ready to
accept a student if he or she is
not a radical in either the
conservative or liberal
sense."
-Don Pond, Ward 1 City
Councilman

by Deborah Kennedy
copy editor

While many politicians are
sweating out the final hours of
today's election, Bowling Green
City Councilman Donald Pond
can sit back, watch and reflect
on the first half of his two-year
term.
Pond, a junior accounting
major, said his position has given him invaluable experience,
which he said has been "excellent."
"It's gone really well. I
couldn't have asked tor a better
year," Pond said. "I've learned
a tremendous amount about city
government and the relationship
between elected officials and
city administrators."
Pond, 21, is the youngest
councilman and the first university student to be elected to a
city position.
Although only 20 years old
when elected Ward 1 representative, he said he does not believe
his age has been a hindrance.
"My age is something I downplayed, f went into every situation knowing I had an obstacle,"

Pond explained. "But in reality,
my age has not been a problem."
Council president John Quinn
agreed Pond's age has not affected his ability as an active
member on council.
"Don has performed his duties
responsibly and his relationship
witn his ward has been very
good," Ouinn said. Pond said he
thinks the city administrators
and other councilmen have
treated him fairly and added
that his opinions as a student are
sometimes called upon by council members.
"My transition into the office
was smooth only because I was
very open to their ideas and advice," Pond said. "But it was a

Findlay College Theatre Presents
Robert Bolt's Critically Praised Historical Drama

A MAN
FOR ALL
SEASONS

mutual relationship. Sometimes, an issue would come up in
which they wanted my opinion
as a student. I would give them
my impressions from talking to
people in my ward."
The opinions, however, were
not always in harmony.
"Sometimes, my opinion as a
student was the same as my
opinion as a council member.
Other times it was different," he
said.
According to Pond, he has
worked on several council
projects of which he is proud.
One is the neighborhood dialogues he calls his Ward 1 QuarterlyMeetings.
"The quarterly meetings have
been helpful in that they give me
ideas to take back to city council," he said. "It's a forum for
both students and residents to
get together and air their problems. *
Another project Pond cited as
an accomplishment is the pilot
recycling program.
"The issue of recycling is a
program I campaigned on.
There are plenty of national politicians who have campaigned
on issues which have been forgotten once they are elected,"

Pond said. '.'This is something
that has not only been campaigned on, but accomplished as
Pond said with what he has
accomplished and learned, he is
looking forward to the last year
of his term and is considering
running for re-election.
"My parents didn't want me to
run at first. They thought I was
crazy. But it really has gone well
... time-wise it is not any more
time consuming than sports and
other campus activities," he
said.
Pond said he likes the Bowling
Green area and would consider
staying on after graduation if a
job opportunity arose. He said
he already lives in the city yearround, is registered to vote in
Wood County and pays taxes
here as well — almost like a
"townie,"hesaid.
He said he believes he has
made inroads for students in
city government and would like
to see a student assume a position on council indefinitely.
"I think Ward 1 is ready to accept a student if he or she is not a
radical in either the conservative or liberal sense," he said.
Quinn also said it would be
possible to have another student
on city council if they were willing to put all the work and effort
that Pond did into getting elected.
"It is always good when the
whole community is represented
in city government," Quinn
said. "Obviously, the University
is a large part of this community
and one mat has not been represented in the past."

BG News/Paul Vernon

Giving a Gallon

Sue Reigh, a registered nurse traveling with the Bloodmobile. draws
blood from Scott Gates, junior secondary education major, bringing, his total donations to one gallon. The Bloodmobile, which has
been coming to Bowling Green for about 30 years, will make stops
in 10 Northwest Ohio towns before this month's tour is over.

Ballots
a Continued from page 1.
Evelyn Lotz, deputy director
of the Wood County Board of
Elections, said the Commons
will house four tables with seven
Votomatic voting machines.
Four polling officials, two representing the Republican Party
and two from trie Democratic
Party, will be present to assist
anyone with questions.
Lotz said (he Commons has

been laid out to accommodate a
large turnout.
However, Lotz said, if there is
a wait, she hopes everyone will
stay long enough to cast their
vote for the next president.
" I hope no one has to wait,"
she saitiy'But even if they do,
voting is a privilege and a right.
People shouldn't mind if they
have to stand and wait to exercise this right."
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Wood County's unemployment rate
is 2nd lowest in the state!
Stevens worked hard with 23 firms
to create 1103 new jobs in
Wood County.

Serving uour total grophk design and twitting n*»ds.
• Resumes

• Graphic Design Consultation

Good Luck on Exams

• Posters, Fliers, Newsletters, Brochures

• Black & White PMTs, Halftones, Reversals, Film Positives

A Strong Record of Positive Action

RE-ELECT

STEVENS
COMMISSIONER

We want you to pass with flying colors. The same diligent preparation
you devoted to exams should also apply when making your career
selection. Should you choose to make your mark in hospitality or tood
service, there is no better company to help you do it than Marriott
Corporation.
And just in case you have questions or need further information about us,
a special toll free number is available. Please call:
THE MARRIOTT COLLEGE HOT UNE
1-800-638-8707 ext. 82500
8 AM - 5 PM EST

Political
Advisement

• LaserWriter output from Macintosh'" disks

• PC / Macintosh™ file conversion
• Full Typesetting Services

H you prefer, please write or send your resume to:.Marriott College
Relation*. On. Marriott Drive, Dept. 835-CAP, Washington, DC
20058.

♦Harriott
An equal c*>por»jr»ty employer, MfF/V/H

Committee lo Re-Elect Stevens Commissioner
Kurt Wright Teesurer: 13625 Deshler Rd
North BoTttmor., Ohio 45872

• Word Processing Disks converted for typeset-quality output

Colt us for further Information
211 West Holl

372-7418
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For Our Future. For Our Children's Future.
LEADERSHIP TO SERVE US IN WOOD COUNTY

Frederick J.

James P.

Matthew C.

GETZ

DAVIDSON

BRICHTA
For County Sheriff

For County Commissioner

For County Commissioner

Michaelle T.

Dr. Albert W.

CROWLEY

SMITH

Sue

KINDER

For County Prosecuting Attorney

For County Recorder

For County Coroner

LEADERSHIP TO SERVE US IN OHIO

Alvin L.

William J.

Alice Robie

A. William

PERKINS

FISCHER

RESNICK

SWEENEY

For State Senator

For State Representative

For Supreme Court

For Supreme Court

LEADERSHIP TO SERVE US AND A
Wood
County
Michael S.

Lloyd

Howard M.

DUKAKIS

BENTSEN

METZENBAUM

For President

For Vice President

For United States Senate

Political Advertisement
Paid lor by Wood County
Democratic Campaign Committee;
Bruce Bollard. Jim Crane, Betty Calevro.
Co-Chairs.. P.O. Box 707. Bowling Green.
OH 43402 Phone 352-5299

Tom

Marcy

MURRAY

KAPTUR

For U.S. Congress,
5th District

For U.S. Congress,
9th District

Democratic

party

iv

Dedicated to
"Integrity, Service
and the
Public Trust"
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Electoral college
indicates choice
of nation's voters
by J.Alan Tinker
reporter

• As voters go to the polls today
to cast their ballots for the next
president of the United States,
many may not realize the final
vote is not theirs. Rather, this is
left to the members of the electoral college.
Article II, Section I, of the U.S.
Constitution determines the
selection of the president by way
of the electoral college, Dennis
Anderson, associate professor of
political science, said.
The document states that
members of the electoral college, or electors, are representatives from each state and their
total is equal to the number of
senators and congressmen from
that state.
Anderson said the selection of
the electors is left to each state,
but they cannot be representatives of the federal government.
They are most often nominated
by their respective political parties and popularly elected on
election day.
"When you vote for Dukakis
or Bush you'll actually be voting
for a bunch of people pledged to
;cast their ballot for that candidate," Anderson said.
V. Jerone Stephens, associate
professor of political science,
Said the electoral process is
•technical and many people do
not understand it.
He said this lack of knowledge
and thus interest from the voting

populace allows "a constitutional check on democracy" to
persist.
William Reichert, professor
emeritus of political science,
agreed with Stephens.
.
He said because of the archaic
electoral college, "we don't
have a democracy," when electing the president.
Anderson said although voters
are directly responsible for
electing local and state officials,
senators and congressmen, the
president of the u& is not chosen by the people in the voting
booth, but by the electors.
According to The Wall Street
Journal, although the electors
are pledged to vote for a certain
candidate, they are not obligated. However, in the past 200
years, only 4 electors have voted
against their pledge.
One problem with the electoral college is that it allows a
winner-take-all situation to
occur, Reichart said.
For example, Ohio has 23 electoral votes. If Dukakis wins 12 of
these votes and Bush wins the
remaining 11, then Dukakis
would win all 23 votes and the
**•■

. „

The Sept. 18 New York Times
stated that, as a result of the
winner-take-all policy, a candidate can lose the popular vote
and still win the electoral vote,
becoming president. The Times
noted that this was the case in
the 1888 election of Benjamin
Harrison.
Anderson and Stephens both
said that such a situation could
occur again in today's election.

BG News/Paul Vemon
Since the closing of Cooper Pool last Thursday, the swimming team i s forced to practice in Findlay and the diving team is unable to practice.

Swimmers
a Continued from page 1.
spend in the water as a main
factor in the problem.
"It appears that the hair loss
is a function of total hours in
the water," Parsons said. "But
we will not reopen the pool until we're certain that it is safe
for everyone."
Preliminary indications
pointed to excessive chlorine in
the pool as the problem. But
tests conducted by the Rec
Center, Environmental Services and the Wood County
Board of Health deemed the
chlorine level in the water to be
safe, Parsons said.
With the water declared safe
by three different testing or-

Even the detergent used to
clean the pool deck was tested,
yielding negative results, Parsons added.

solved temporarily as Findlay
College is letting the Falcons
use its facilities on a temporary basis.
According to Gordon, the
teams are not allowing the situation to affect them greatly.
"The swimmers are viewing
it as a inconvenience. I'm not
looking for the pool incident to
affect the teams' performance," Gordon said, in reference to his teams' meet today
at the University of Michigan.

The pool closings have posed
many problems to Bowling
Green head coach Brian Gordon. One of them, the availablity of a practice site, has been

Gordon added, however, that
long-term effects of the layoff
could emerge late in the
season.
"You establish an endurance

ganizations, the air in thepool
areas was checked next. Environmental Services and the
state's Occupational Safety
and Health Association monitored the chlorine content in
the air, but both reported chlorine levels "almost too low to
measure," Parsons said.

- a global village -

base at the beginning of the
a and you draw on that
account of endurance.
Some of that has dropped into
the till and we have lost a little
of our base endurance," he
said.
The varsity swimmers are
not the only pool users who
have been relegated to land.
The physical education classes, senior swim groups and
others have all been displaced
because of the closings.
"Everyone has been pretty
understanding," Parsons said.
"It really mikes you appreciate the value of the pool here."

Gardner

Savor ethnic foods as the world entertains.

□ Continued from page 5.
sentative and have made sure
all areas of the district were
represented," he said. "I have a
100 percent voting and attendance record. There are
some who do not take voting responsibility as serious as uiey

Sat. 12 Nov, 7:00 p.m.
NE Commons/ Amani Rm 4^

DISCOUNT

IO.'S
PoqllQl
^ PIZ74

Off all Laser and Photo
Typesetting with this Coupon!
What a Value// G>

should."
According to Gardner, both he
and Fischer ran good races by
avoiding the negativism which
characterized many of the campaigns.
"My opponent and I have not
engaged in that," he said.

FREE MUG
WITH PURCHASE OF
ANY PIZZA AND MUG|
NOT VALID ON ANY OTHER SPECIAL

352-7571

EXPIRES NOV. 30, 1988
WHILE SUPPLIES LAST
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ALAN CANFORA
Wounded in the Kent State Massacre
Speaking on Student Activism Past, Present and Future

Wednesday
November 9,1988
8:30 p.m.
121 West Hall
Free and Open To All
Sponsored by the Honors Student Association
in cooperation with:
• Center for Environmental Programs
University Programmers Council
• Peace Coalition
Tbeta Chi Fraternity
• Social Justice Committee
History Department
• Ethnic Studies Department
Phi Eta Sigma
• Best Western Falcon Plaza Motor Inn
University Activities Organization
• University Honors Program
Sigma Phi Epsilon Fraternity
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Preliminary city reservoir USG invites students
testing plans approved to open disoussions
scheduled in the near future.
In other business, Director of Public Works David Barber reported on the progress of the city's
pilot recycling program.

by Linda Hoy
city editor

Plans for a reservoir and sludge lagoon at the city's water treatment plant moved a step closer to
completion last night when City Council approved
contracts for structural engineering and soils and
concrete testing services.
Council rapidly passed the legislation approving
the contracts. Councilman-At-Large Thomas Anderson said the approval was given "to get the
whole process underway."
Anderson said if the reservoir had been completed before last summer, effects of the drought
would have been lessened.
The contract for structural engineering was approved with Patrick Ng and Associates, with the
cost of the services not to exceed $5,000.
Director of Utilities Daryl Stockburger said
structural engineering work will involve review of
several items, including the shop drawings, site
inspections, the contractor's design calculations
and testing laboratories data.
Stockburger said the contract awarded to Toledo
Testing Laboratories, Inc., not to exceed
$45,875.25, will involve testing of the soil to evaluate compaction, which is the density of the earth
after packing.
The firm will also be "making sure materials
used in construction meet certain specifications,"
he said.
Stockburger said a preliminary construction
hearing on the reservoir and sludge lagoon will be

Barber said the program, in its fifth week of
operation, has generated 40 percent participation,
which was less than its organizers had hoped.
With added incentive, participation in the program would probably improve, he said.
The amount collected nas been consistent with
that of Toledo's pilot program and higher than
Waterville's effort, he said.
He said containers for the recyclables have been
reported stolen, but the city has retrived some of
them with a "net loss of three or four."
Barber also reported on the city's leaf collection
program, which is finishing its first removal effort
this week.
Leaves have already been removed from welltraveled streets, he said, adding that because most
of the leaves have fallen in the last few days, complaints have been voiced by residents of streets
which have not been serviced.
Barber said the rest of the leaves will be removed this week and advised residents to rake the
leaves onto the curb and not into the street. He also
said the leaves should not be bagged because if
they are collected as trash and sent to the Wood
County Landfill, the city will be billed $19 per ton.
In other action, a public hearing was set for Dec.
5 on the city's comprehensive master plan.

Blotter

by Barbara A. Weadock
staff reporter

The Undergraduate Student
Government will again encourage students to discover what
the organization does with a series of open meetings starting
Nov. 18.
Plans for the first residence
hall meeting were announced at
last night's USG meeting.
USG is scheduled to convene
at 8 p.m. in Founders Quadrangle for its next general assembly
meeting.
The government will hold
meetings in other residence
halls throughout the semester in
an effort to continue "Discover
USG," said Cathy Komyanek,
USG public affairs coordinator.
Monday night's meeting began with the presentation of a
survey by Dean A. Purdy, director of research and development
from the office of student affairs.
The socio-economic survey
will be evaluated and both campus-wide results and USG results will be presented at a later
date.

Ernest Champion, associate which will take place Nov. 8, ff
professor and coordinator for 10,11.
cultural diversity in ethnic studWorld Student Association will,
ies, requested USG to co-sponsor
an Ethnic Studies conference for hold its International Festival
Nov. 12, in the Amani
$500.
After discussion, the request Room/Commons and advanced
was approved for the full tickets are available from WSA
members and in University
amount.
In other business, a feasibility Hall, Craig Taliaferro, WSA
survey will be conducted to see representative said. Admission
>,
if USG can help the Campus Es- is by advanced ticket only.
cort service, Tim Peterson, USG
Legislation creating a public
president, said during his rerelations ad hoc committee for
port.
He also said he is looking into the remainder of the academic
the possibility of day care on- year was passed. The bill furcampus, a project in which USG, ther resolved that the by-laws be
Graduate Student Senate and amended to create a standing
public relations committee
Faculty Senate are interested.
Chief legislative officer Kevin starting with the 1988-89 aca-.
Coughlin suggested during his demic year.
report that in cases of more
Taliaferro said during the
complex bills, such as the legislation on the Revised Academic senators' reports that he "might
Honesty Policy, USG members have gone a little too far" last
could request that a committee week in trying to follow the USG
prepare a fact sheet to better constitution in his position as the
explain the proposal to the gen- Internal Affairs Committee
chairman.
eral assembly.
A petition authored by USG
During other business, the
government approved donating vice president Joe Meyer
$100 to the University Activities against Taliaferro's Oct. 31 acOrganization for College Bowl, tions was dropped.

NORTHWEST OHIO
JUNIOR ACHIEVEMENT

Campus
Heather L. Hensey, 205 Lowry, was cited for possessing an
altered driver's license after
trying to enter Howard's Club H,
210 N. Main St., Saturday.
DTimothy B. Johnson, 15236
Mitchell Road, was cited for
open container Saturday in the
100 block of North Prospect
Street.
□An employee of McDonald's,
1470 E. Wooster St., reported
two women trying to steal a rug

Comments
□ Continued from page 1.
for education is about the same
if either candidate is elected.
"There will be no immediate
change (in education) no matter
who wins," Olscamp said.
"Hopefully, there is going to be
an easing of pressure on financial aid.
The financial aid situation is
one of the most important aspects of higher education which
needs to be investigated by the
new president, McRoberts said.
"I nope either one of the candidates has made a pledge to
help education because a we
care to remain competitive, all
levels of the American education system must be helped,"
McRoberts said.

from the restaurant early Sunday morning. The employee told
police she had recorded the license plate number of the
womens car and will contact
the prosecutor's office.
DThe owner of Cassidy's Restaurant, 175 E. Wooster St., reported two men in a car in the
parking lot threatening to beat
up restaurant employees and.
when the owner said he would
call the police, the men replied
that they would shoot the police
officers who responded. Officers
searched the area for a vehicle

matching the owner's description.

BUSINESS

City
CTiraothy M. Davidson, 505
Clough St., was arrested for disorderly conduct Thursday evening after he became abusive
with a University parking officer, a tow truck operator and
two University police officers.
Davidson was arrested after a
brief struggle.

FAME

DAVIDSON
for
COMMISSIONER
A proven record of working
for student rights.
MM for by D«»l*on for ComnrliileMr CoMiitM; Alk. DnUwo. iroawror. JO» tmt. W.

Help bring the world together.
YOUNGS NEWSSTAND
LUe Deliver Doughnuts Fresh
7 DfWS A W€€K
50* delivery charge

ONE ACCOUNT PLUS.
THE ADVANTAGES KEEP
ADDING UP

7:00 till 11:00 AM
353-2176
(Order over 2 doz.. coll one day in odvonce)
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I started a nursery,
constructed a well,
surveyed a national park,
taught school,
coached track,
learned French.

I WAS IN THE
PEACE CORPS

See the NEW Peace Corps movie
"Let It Begin Here"
filmed this year in Mali, Honduras, and Morocco.
Two Showings!
Nov. 9th
Nov. 10th
12.00 noon
7:00 p.m.
Student Union,
Student Union,
Community Suite
Taft Room
On-campus interviews taking place November 15th
1-800-521-8686

Only Fifth Third's One Account
Plus can give you so much for so
little per month.
FIGURE IT OUT KM
YOURSELF
Add up how much you're used
to paying for checking Now total
up how much more you'd be getting (and how little you'd be paying), if you had One Account Plus
You'd get:
► Unlimited check willing
► Free personalized checks
► No minimum balance
► A Visa or MasterCard with no
annual fee"
► Discounted rales on installmenl
loans*

► Maintain a minimum monthly bal►• Visa or MasterCard Ready Reserve
ance of $2,000 in your One Account
► Free traveler's checks, cashier's
Plus checking account.'
checks and certified checks
► Free Jeanie's Private Line bill paving ► Average a quarterly balance of {3,000
in a savings account.'
► Free notary services
»> Maintain a minimum monthly bal► A free safe deposit box for one year
ance of {6,000 in a BankSafe*
»> Plus, interest on your money
AccounL
The total cost for all these services? A paltry seven dollars a month ► Or deposit {7,500 to a Certificate of
Deposit
Just a few dollars more than most
Call or stop by any Fifth Third
people pay for a regular account
Banking Center for more information
ADD ON ANOTHER FWS
on how to open your One Account
If you'd prefer getting all the
Plus,
benefits of a One Account Plus
PFTHimDB4NK
checking account, without
Ot "vOUIHWrsIKN OHIO
paying the monthly service
fee, just do one of the
NoK serving Findlay. Tiffin. Bowling Green
following
Fostoria, Bmtcom, and New tiegel.

• ■•Akkaali.

Elsewhere
Senate mudsling continues
Murray accuses Gillmor of taking constituents for granted
Democratic congressional candidate
Thomas Murray said Monday that Republican Paul Gillmor's "victory tour" through
the 5th District in Northwest Ohio shows his
opponent is taking voters for granted.
But a spokesman for the Ohio Senate
president's campaign said the tour is nothing more than "a good, old-fashioned way of
campaigning."
"I'm not going to be taking any victory
tours until the voters have a chance to decide," said Murray, 51, a Sandusky lawyer.
"I think the voters should be given a chance
to decide without being told how they should
vote."
_,. ,
Murray and Gillmor, 49, of Port Clinton,
are locked in a bitter fight for the seat being
vacated by U.S. Rep. Delbert Latta, who is
retiring after 30 years.
The campaign has been marked by sharp
exchanges, negative campaign commercials and personal attacks. The candidates

have regularly accused each other of distorting their positions on the issues.
Gillmor has said private polling shows
him with a substantial lead over Murray in
the sprawling, predominantly Republican
district. But Murray claims that his polls
show him running neck-and-neck with Gillmor, the state's highest-ranking Republican.
Gillmor began barnstorming the 13-county
district on Saturday on what his campaign
billed as the victory tour. Murray's camp
has taken exception to the billing.
"Gillmor's tour today tells the people that
he and his special-interest friends have
already packed for Washington," said Murray spokesman Shaun McLain. "People
shoulcf ask themselves, if he cares so little
about them before their election, how much
will he care about them after the election?"
Gillmor spokesman Mark Isakowitz said
the tour is a way to get Gillmor's message to

voters. He said the state senator is not
taking voters for granted.
"It's something we called it. We could
have called it anything. We have a van and a
big trailer that says 'Gillmor for Congress'
and we're playing music and doing door-todoor campaigning. Victory tour is just something to call it," he said.
Isakowitz said the tour took Gillmor to 12
cities, towns and villages over the weekend.
He said Gillmor was expected to visit at
least a half-dozen communities Monday in
the eastern half of the district.
"It's lust a final get-out-the vote effort, a
good, old-fashioned way of campaigning,"
Isakowitz said. "I cairt believe they are
making an issue out of this. They really are
getting desperate.
"Murray should have been campaigning
like this all along.
They're just mad we
thought of it first.'T

Hopeful calls test 'humiliating'
MASSILLON, Ohio (AP) - A
candidate for Stark County
Family Court judge, accused of
using marijuana three years
ago, took a drug test and said
Monday that the results were
negative.
"It was the most humiliating
thing I've had to do," Joanne
Russell said. "I had to sign a
medical release and there had to
be a witness present during the
tests."
Russell has resigned as chief
of the family justice division in
the Stark County prosecutor's
office, pending results of an investigation into the allegations.
Prosecutor Robert D. Horowitz,

who is running for re-election
Tuesday, said he planned to
request an independent investigation, probably by the
Ohio Bureau of Criminal Investigation and Identification.

law office and were observed by
an undercover agent as they
used marijuana in 1985 at their
home, The (Massillon) Evening
Independentreported Monday.

The allegations surfaced last
week when area news media organizations received documents
which appear to be copies of intelligence reports prepared by
the Stark County Metro Narcotics Unit in 1984 and 1985.

Russell, 53, a Democrat, is
running against Republican Julie Edwards, 38, of Jackson
Township, for the seat of retiring Judge Robert Mylett. Edwards is chief referee of the
Stark County Domestic Relations Court.

The documents allege that
Russell and her husband, Ronald, who are law partners in Alliance, were present at an alleged 1984 "drug party" at their

Russell on Monday labeled the
drug-use allegations as "down
and dirty politics absolutely
directed to trash myself and Bob
Horowitz."

LAST GAME OF THE SEASON

IZ FALCONS vs. HURONS
Saturday 12:30 Perry Field

Edwards has said she had no
knowledge of documents alleging thatRussell and her husband
had used marijuana. The officers whose names are listed on
the documents, Canton police
Lt. Donald Diamond ana Alliance police Detective Michael
Daily, said the documents appear to be copies of their original reports and that they have
no idea how they were circulated.
Horowitz said the investigation will be conducted as
quickly as possible, but added
that the results "obviously won't
be back until after the elections."

FREE CATALOG
of Government Books
Stud for your copy today!
Fret Catalog
Bra J7000
Wttihinpon DC 2OO1S-70OO
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Teacher 'tied' up
in neckwear flap
POINT PLEASANT, W.Va.
(AP) — A school superintendent who suspended a veteran
math teacher for refusing to
wear a tie offered a compromise Monday, but the local
school board still will consider firing the tieless teacher.
"I'm not an unreasonable
person, although I've been
painted as one, said Mason
County Superintendent Charles Chambers, who has suspended Bill Webb three times
because Webb won't wear a
tie to school.
The county Board of Education on Monday night
opened a two-week comment
period on a new dress code
that would ban jeans and
denim pants but allow teachers to go tieless.
The board also set a Dec. 1
hearing date on the latest
suspension and Chambers
saia he would recommend
then that Webb, a farmer

from Gallipolis, Ohio, be
fired.
The board Monday night
left intact Webb's current
suspension pending his Dec. 1
hearing. Under normal state
policy, teachers can be suspended only until their hearing date is set.
Earlier Monday, Chambers
said it would be possible for
Webb, 46, to return to Point
Pleasant High School on
Tuesday, but allegations of
insubordination still had to be
addressed.
"White man speak with
forked tongue sometimes.
Unless the river starts flowing north, I expect the board
to fire me," said Webb, who
has worn jeans and cotton
shirts to class for more than a
dozen years.
Chambers, in an unsigned
memo given to teachers in
August, required all male
teachers in the Mason County
school system to wear ties.

Jackson headlining
Dayton Dems rally
DAYTON, Ohio (AP) — Jesse
Jackson was scheduled to headline a rally Monday night on the
eve of Election Day in a bid to
increase voter turnout and boost
the chances of Democratic
presidential nominee Michael
Dukakis.

to bus people to the rally from
surrounding counties and expected about 6,000 people to attend the event.

Jackson's appearance at Hara
Arena followed a request by
state Rep. C.J. McLin, D-Dayton.
Through a spokesman, McLin
said the rally was aimed at inspiring southern Ohioans to get
out and vote in an effort to enhance the chances of Dukakis
over GOP opponent Vice President George Bush.
"We're hoping this will make
the difference," said McLin.
Organizers said they planned

"He (Jackson) is coming to
Dayton because he understands
the critical importance of Ohio
in this election/' said Will Fay, a
spokesman for the local Dukakis
campaign. "And, because he
knows and our campaign knows,
he can do us a world of good by
coming here the night before the
election."

Preferred Properties
835 High St. 352-9378
Office Hours: 9:00-4:30 Mon. • Fri.

immediate
Housing Openings
Free Membership to Cherrywood Health Spa

fiTT€NTION:

COME SUPPORT THE 1988
FOOTBALL TEAM IN ITS LAST GAME.
STUDENTS, YOU MAKE THE DIFFERENCE!

Jackson finished second to
Dukakis in the Democratic primaries.

Most polls show Bush ahead in
__xgin was narOhio, but the margin
ing, according to a—
rowing,
some surireys. Only
two weeks ago, Bush
veys.
_
led Dukakis by 12 points in a poll
by The (Cleveland) Plain
Dealer, but last Sunday the
newspaper reported that Dukakis had cut Bush's lead in half.
Ohio was seen as a key state
by both the Bush and Dukakis
campaigns. Jackson's visit
comes on the heels of a stop by
former Transportation Secretary Elizabeth Dole, who stumped the Miami Valley on Sunday
urging votes for Bush.

COMP€TITIV€ DOWNHILL
SKI RRC€RS:
Come Join the BGSU Ski Team
for o fun filled season
of downhill racing!
November 15 at 8:00 p.m.
Room 102 Business Administration Building
For more information coll Hen at 353-3797

Keep
experience
working
for you.
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Elect Alan

Mayberry
Prosecuting Attorney
An Experienced, FULL-TIME
Prosecuting Attorney
• 8 YEARS Chief Assistant Prosecuting Attorney
For Wood County
» 300 HOURS Specialized Education For
Prosecuting Attorney
• PROSECUTED Over 1,000 Felonies
• AUTHORED Manual Used By Police and
"~ Prosecutors All Over Ohio
• HONORED By Ohio Prosecuting Attorneys
Association
ENDORSED BY:
Betty D. Montgomery. Prosecuting Attorney
Perrysburg Fraternal Order of Police
Rossford Police Patrolman s Association
Perrysburg Township Police Association
Northwood Police Patrolman's Association
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Cinncinnatj poll released
Bush lead narrowing, Voinovich trailing in Senate quest
CINCINNATI (AP) — Democratic presidential nominee Michael Dukakis has cut
into Republican opponent George Bush's
lead in 6hio but still trails Bush by 8.6 percentage points, according to a statewide poll
releasedMonday.
The poll conducted by the University of
Cincinnati's Institute for Policy Research
also reported that Sen. Howard Metzenbaum, D-Ohio, widened his already substantial lead over his Republican challenger,
Cleveland Mayor George Voinovich.
The "Ohio Poll" telephone survey of 511
registered voters was conducted Thursday
through Sunday. It found that 53.1 percent of
those interviewed favored Bush, while 44.5
percent favored Dukakis. Two percent said
they were undecided and 0.4 percent said
they favored other candidates.
A similar survey taken Oct. 20-29 showed
Bush with 50.3 percent support and Dukakis
with 35.9 percent.
The new poll showed Metzenbaum was
favored by 63.7 percent of those surveyed,
with 35.1 percent favoring Voinovich and 1.3

percent undecided.
In both the presidential and Senate races,
the poll's margin of error was plus or minus
4.3 percentage points.
The Cincinnati Post and Cincinnati television station WCPO co-sponsored the poll
with the university.
Both Bush and Dukakis made last-minute
stops Monday in Ohio, where they have often
campaigned in a head-to-head battle for the
state's 23 electoral votes.
"I definitely think it's closing—not only in
this state, but around the country," Scott
Treibitz, a spokesman for the Dukakis camEign, said of the Bush margin over Dukai. "With our field operation, we feel we can
make a lot of that up."
Nearly 10,000 people volunteered to help
the campaign on Tuesday by distributing literature and encouraging Democrats to go to
the polls, he said.
Tahlman Krumm, a spokesman for the
Bush campaign in Ohio, said Bush's Ashland
College stop on Monday, though planned at
the last minute, was not a reaction to polls

showing the race tightening.
"This isn't reactive at all. This is an important state," Krumm said. "He's promised to work hard here."
The poll found that Bush enjoys his
strongest support in Cincinnati and other
parts of southwestern Ohio, where his lead is
63 percent to 34 percent, with 3 percent undecided. Dukakis holds a 50-47 edge in northeastern Ohio.
In northwestern Ohio, Bush led 55.5 percent to 44.5 percent, while in the central and
southeastern areas of the state the race was
nearly a dead heat, with Bush at 50 percent,
Dukakis at 48 and 2 percent undecided.
The poll also found:
—Bush continues to enjoy strong support
from independent voters. Among independents, Bust) led Dukakis 56.6 percent to 40.5
percent.
—Bush continues to be more popular with
male voters than with women. Among men,
Bush led 54.5 percent to 42.6 percent, among
women 51.9 percent to 46.3 percent.

Ohio doctor arraigned
Pleads innocent to 328 Medicare bilking charges
CINCINNATI (AP) - A Cincinnati ophthalmologist who
pleaded innocent Monday to 328
charges of bilking the Medicare
program will be allowed to keep
practicing and travel while the
matter is pending, a prosecutor
said.

pany received kickbacks or discounts from companies in connection with purchases of lenses
used in cataract surgery, but
failed to reduce the lens prices
to reflect the discounts when
claims were submitted for payment.

Dr. Richard D. Levin, 42,
stood quietly as he was arraigned in U.S. District Court on the
indictment accusing him of bilking the federally funded health
care program. He could face
penalties of up to five years in
prison and a $250,000 fine on
each count, federal prosecutors
said.

Assistant U.S. Attorney Ann
Marie Tracey said the case is
one of the biggest involving alleged Medicare fraud that the
government has prosecuted.
Federal investigators haven't
said publicly how much the alleged fraud amounted to during
the four years under investigation, but they said Levin
has billed Medicare for a total of
$18 million the past four years.

Levin, of affluent suburban
Indian Hill, pleaded innocent on
behalf of himself and his company. He made no remark to
VS. Magistrate J. Vincent Aug
Jr., other than to say he understands the charges against him.
Levin declined comment to reporters.

Despite the size of the case,
Ms. Tracey made no effort Monday to limit Levin's right to
travel or to restrict his practice

He is accused of billing Medicare for eye treatment or surgeries that were not done, or for
having told the government he
performed tests on both a
patient's eyes when only one eye
was tested.
The indictment of Levin on
Oct. 20 by a federal grand jury
also alleges that Levin's com-

while the case is pending. Levin
is licensed to practice in Ohio
and Kentucky, and his company
operates four Cincinnati-area
offices and two in neighboring
northern Kentucky.
Aug permitted Levin to remain free on his recognizance.
Aug said that in some similar
cases, the defendant has been
required to notify federal authorities of any plans to travel
outside the federal court district
in which he was indicted — in
this case, southern Ohio, including Cincinnati and Columbus.
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asi utc enough
to discuss the
philosophical
ramifications of
Victor lrankTs
"Existential
Vacuum?

HUNTINGTON, W.Va.
(AP) - An Ohio woman
pleaded innocent to charf;es she stole a baby from a
ocal hospital became
prosecutors cant prove
she took the Infant away,
her lawyer said Monday.
Linda Lou German, 28,
returned the baby two days
after it was taken from
Cabell-Huntington Hospital, but there are no witnesses to claim the
Wheelersburg, Ohio,
woman kidnapped the
child, lawyer Michael Fraziersaid.
"We know she brought it
back, but no one has
proved that she took it,"
Frailer said. "They have
(proof of) her with the
German is accused of
walking away with Lindsey Regan Manns, who
was then 1 day old. On
Monday, German pleaded

ATTENTION!
Pre-Physical Therapy Majors
Physical therapy students from MCO will
be on campus to answer your questions.
When: Tuesday, November 15, 1988
7:00-9:00 p.m.
WhererRoom 111 South Hall

lOOOOOCX

MICHAELLE
CROWLEY

10 visits for $24.00
Packages include 10 visits
only

For

I spires: Nov. 30. 1988
CAMPUS TANNING CLUB
BG's Classiest Tanning Club
Located directly behind
Dairy Mart
on E. Wooster St.
352-7889

You are required to attend
a sign-up and information meeting:

COUNTY PROSECUTOR

MICHAELLE CROWLEY will be a FULL-TIME
Prosecutor. Michaelle Crowley will end her private law
practice and work FULL-TIME as Prosecutor.
•

MICHAELLE CROWLEY has served over five
years in Bowling Green Municipal Court Prosecutor's Office

•

MICHAELLE CROWLEY has advised elected and
appointed public officials in many complex civil matters.

She's Earned Our Support !

WLEY

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 15, 1988
COMMUNITY SUITE, UNIVERSITY UNION
MEETINGS AT:

ATTEND ONE MEETING

innocent to a kidnapping
charge before U.S. Magistrate Maurice G. Taylor,
who seta trial date for Jan.
10.
According to prosecutors, German dressed
as a nurse to gain access to
the maternity ward. Two
days later, German returned the Infant and told
FBI investigators she took
the child and told relatives
the child was her own, authorities said.
The hospital has since
upgraded its security
procedures.
In August, after it was
determined she understood
the charges against here,
German was assigned to a
Lexington, Ky.„ federal
prison for psychiatric testing. Testimony given in
court said the former television station secretary
was distraught at being
childless.

Feel free to drop in at the beginning or
after class.

ALL EDUCATION MAJORS

l
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Baby theft charge
insubstantial, says
woman's attorney

And you're
still smoking?

Ms. Tracey said she had
agreed with Levin's lawyer,
Thomas R. Smith, that Levin
should be allowed to travel anywhere within the 48 contiguous
states. Ms. Tracey told reporters that she does not consider
Levin a threat to try to flee.

PLANNING TO STUDENT TEACH
FALL SEMESTER, 1989
OR
SPRING SEMESTER 1990

Novemb«r8,1988

8:30, 9:30, 10:30, 11:30 a.m.
1:30, 2:30, 3:30, 4:30 p.m.

ATTEND ONE MEETING

ELECT
ALBERT W.

ATTEND ONE MEETING

Paid for by Crowley for Prosecutor Campaign, Tom Vogisberger,
Treas.. 133 N. Prospect Street. Bowling Green. Ohio 43402
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love surgeon'
faces inquest
DAYTON (AP) — A Dayton gynecologist has agreed to stop
Erf orming a controversial vaginal reconstructive surgery unan investigation into the procedure is resolved, according to
a letter released Monday.
The letter was written by James Makos, acting president of
St. Elizabeth Medical Center, to Gov. Richard Celeste in response to a call by Celeste for an expedited investigation of Dr.
James C. Burt by the State Medical Board.
Burt has been accused by several former patients of performing — without their knowledge — surgical techniques to
enhance their sexual responsiveness.
Several women filed malpractice suits against Burt for surgery they say injured them. Burt currently has active staff
privileges at St. Elizabeth's.
In his letter, which was released by the governor's office,
Makos said St. Elizabeth's will cooperate fully with the investigation.
"I wish to assure you that the allegations raised are of grave
concern to St. Elizabeth Medical Center," Makos wrote.
Makos said hospital records show that the surgical procedure has not been performed at St. Elizabeth's since January
1987 and that no such future operations are currently scheduled.
"Dr. Burt has assured me and the medical center that he will
refrain from performing the procedure in question until this
matter is resolved." Makos said.
An Oct. 29 CBS-TV report focused on the aftermath of Burt's
so-called "love surgery." Surgical techniques that have been
questioned include female circumcision, which involves the
removal of the hood of the clitoris, an external tissue that responds to sexual stimulation.

Four states steer Election
Connecticut, Vermont, Kentucky, Ohio called crucial
WASHINGTON (AP) - After a long
presidential campaign, how long will Americans have to wait Tuesday night to find out
who won? Four states where the polls close
early could provide the answer.
The winner could be known early if Republican George Bush is making a strong
showing.

In addition, they've poured a lot of money
into advertising and direct mail aimed at
Buckeye voters.
Most polls said Bush was leading in Ohio,
but Dukakis was insisting the margin was
closing rapidly.
All that attention makes Ohio a pretty
good barometer of which candidate's appeal
got through best to voters.

ties in the city's suburbs and elsewhere in
the state.
Other states to watch — for various
reasons — are Massachusetts, New Jersey,
New York, Rhode Island and West Virginia.
Massachusetts should be safe for Dukakis. 1
But if the outcome is closer than expected it
could be a sign of trouble for the Massachusetts governor.

But if Democrat Michael Dukakis Is doing
well, it could be a long night with the result
hinging on returns from the West Coast.
The tour states cited by election analyst
William Schneider of the American EnterSrise Institute are Connecticut, Kentucky,
hio and Vermont.

Dukakis campaign spokesman Leslie
Dach said, "Well be looking clearly at
places like Vermont and Connecticut. We'd
like to win, which we think would be a strong
signal for us."

"If Dukakis wins Vermont and Connecticut, it's good news for the Democrats," said
Schneider. "Keep tuned. If Dukakis wins
Kentucky and Ohio, it's very good news for
the Democrats."

He also cited the big Midwest industrial
states and then "as we head further out,
Colorado, Montana and South Dakota" are
states where the Democrat hopes to show
strength.

On the other hand, he said, "If Bush wins
all of those states, it ought to be a good night
for him."

Another extremely important state where
the polls close early and the vote is tabulated
fairly quickly Is Illinois.

New York was considered part of Dukakis'
base early in the campaign, but more recent
polls said the contest for the state's 36 electoral votes had narrowed considerably.

Of those four states, Ohio has been tarSeted by both Bush and Dukakis. Both canidates campaigned there Monday, the last
of several trips they've made to woo Ohio
voters.

The results from Chicago should indicate
how successful Dukakis was at persuading
blacks to get out and vote for him. A large
black turnout in Chicago is essential for a
Democrat to overcome Republican majori-

Hard times and a Democratic tradition
made West Virginia look like a natural for
Dukakis' populist campaign rhetoric. A
Bush victory in the state would signal a bad
night for the Democrats.

The same is true for Rhode Island, also
considered part of Dukakis' base, but a state
where some polls have said the race was
closer than expected.
The flip side is New Jersey, which is considered reliably in the Bush column. Should
Dukakis pull an upset or even come close, it
would indicate he could be headed for an upset.

1988 Wood County Democratic

ELECTION NIGHT
VICTORY PARTY

Wood
County
Democratic

tjl Party
Dedicated to
"Integrity, Service and the Public Trust"

Bowling Green
American Legion
175 N. Main,
Bowling Green
Public Welcome

SNACK "POTLUCK''/BEVERAGES PROVIDED
7:30 P.M. to ?
Political Advertisement. Paid tor by Wood County Democratic Committee; A R Baldwin, Chair. P.O. Box 707, Bowling, Green. Oh 43402. 352-5298

ONE MAN
MAKES A
DIFFERENCE
IN PROMOTING
JOBS AND
ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT .

THE PERKINS "ACTION AGENDA »»
FOR NORTHWEST OHIO.
Jobs.

Education.

"We must continue to attract new
investment and retain existing
business to produce quality jobs at
fair wages. Northwest Ohio can
capitalize on its many resources: a
trained labor force, an extensive
interstate highway system, the Port of
Toledo, Lake Erie, sports fishing and
major educational institutions. We
must promote our region better.

"Ohio must develop an education
policy which stops playing with our
children's future. We must find new
funding methods to reduce the burden
on homeowners. We might adopt the
Michigan Plan to fund higher
education; and, we might insure local
schools receive a portion of tax
dollars generated t>y tax
abatements."

Environmental Protection.

A War Against Drugs.

"Ohio must have a strong policy of
waste management. We must not
compromise the health and safety of
our people. That means local
communities must receive prior
notification from hazardous waste
haulers. We must oppose out-of-state
dumping and explore exotic
technologies to eliminate toxic matter
from waste."

"Local law enforcement authorities
and the local task force efforts need
help from the State and national
government. We must also increase
early education efforts to prevent
young people from starting drug use."

The Endorsed Candidate.
Ohio Sierra Club
United Auto Workers
Ohio Building and Construction
Trades Council
Federation of Teachers

Parkins helped attract and retain business, creating jobs.

Tourism & Development.

Jobs.

As Wood County Commissioner,
Perkins has been a driving force in
promoting the new interchange to
connect 1-75, SR 795 and the Ohio
Turnpike. This will help attract even
more business to promote jobs and
development.
It's easy to talk about development.
Perkins does it.

When Mayor of Bowling Green, Perkins helped attract
the Wall Street Journafand Cooper Industrial to our
area, creating hundreds of new jobs. These are just two
of the businesses Perkins has helped recruit to pur area.
When it comes to jobs, Perkins is a builder who gets
things done.

Ohio Education Association
Ohio Academy of Trial Lawyers
Ohio Association of Public
School Employees
Sandusky Register

...AND THAT
MAN IS
ALVIN
"ALVIE"
PERKINS.

Business Retention.
Perkins led the fight to provide nearly
$10 million to help existing business
stay in our area and expand their
operations. Chrysler Corporation,
Capitol Plastics, Centrite, and Henry
Filters are a few of the companies
that have provided new jobs or
re-trained workers.
What Perkins has already done, he
can do even better as our new State
Senator.

While others
talk, Perkins acts.
Political Advertjaemant Paid for by atiianf with Ptrjdni, P.O^Box 707,
BowtlngGrow,mTiMU; Marcy Raptor, FradDaarinf -CoOiain.
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BG, Michigan square-off in brawl
Emerson scores six points
as Falcons win 8-5, lose 7-6
by Don Hensley
assistant sports editor

It was the story within the
story that told the fate of the
Bowling Green hockey team last
weekend.
The Falcons found themselves
on the losing side of a 7-6 contest
Saturday in a game that rivaled
a World Wrestling Federation 'Battle
Royale,' but
used the University of
Michigan
power play to
their advantage Friday in
an 8-5 victory. Emerson
The real
story, however, is the effect the
bench clearing brawl at the end
of the first period Saturday had
and will have on the Falcons.
After freshman Martin Jiranek was slammed into the
boards by Wolverine defensemen Myles O'Connor seconds
after the horn had sounded ending the period, a melee erupted.
Both benches emptied and it was
five to 10 minutes before order
could be restored.
With the ice finally cleared,
the officials met to hand out the
penalties. When the two teams
returned, each was without five
of their top players.
Referee Russ Johnson handed
out 10 game disqualifications,
which meant that BG would be
without Chad Arthur, Marc Potvin, Kevin Dahl, Rob Blake and
Steve Dickinson for the remainder of the game as well as Friday's contest against Michigan
State.
Michigan also lost five of its
top players in Todd Brost, Doug
Evans, Mark Sorenson, Todd
Copeland and O'Connor.
This was most definitely the
turning point in a game that saw
BG in front 2-1 ana seemingly in
command of the-tempo-at the

time of the fight.
"A lot of guys had to come to
the front for us after the penalties because we had only two defensemen left after the disqualifications," UM head coach Red
Berenson said. "With all the
penalties and our backs to the
wall following the Friday night
loss, I was pleased with our
effort."
In a series which saw 88
minutes of penalties handed
down along with the 10 game
disqualifications, the outcome
was decided by two offensive
minded performers who are as
hot as the tempers that were fly_i Saturday's game it was junTii
ior Ryan Pardoski from UM,
who earned himself Central Collegiate Player of the Week, with
a 'hat trick' and a solid performance at both ends of the ice.
Friday night's hero was Nelson
Emerson, who also added a hat
trick.
Pardoski, who has been a
'road warrior' of sorts in scoring
seven of his eight goals last year
on the road, did the same
against BG when he tallied one
assist to go along with his three
goal outburst. He also connected
on a goal and an assist in Friday
night s contest.
While being named CCHA
player of the week this week, he
was named UM player of the
week last week when he tallied
two game winning goals against
Lake Superior.
Even with the superb play of
Pardoski, the Falcons were still
in position to sweep with seven
minutes left in the third before
Pardoski added his third goal to
make the score 7-6.
Then with 58 seconds remaining. BG head coach Jerry York
pulled goalie Paul Connell to
give the Falcons an added attacker. It almost worked as
Thad Rusiecki's blast from the
left face-off circle almost found
D Sec leers, page 16.

Bowling Green's Nelson Emerson is dragged down by Michigan's Alex
Roberts in the Wolverine's 7-6 win Saturday night at the Ice Arena. Emer-

Courtesy The Key/Brad Phalin
son scored two goals in the game and had six points for the weekend.

Players question disqualifications
by Al Franco
sports reporter

/ went to a boring match, and a hockey
game broke out. — Rodney Dangerfield
In Bowling Green's 7-6 loss in Saturday's
hockey game here against the University of
Michigan, the referee issued penalties to the
effect that a boxing match had broken out.
The problem is uiat the players and coaches didn't think it was a no holds barred
battle.
The ordeal erupted after referee Russ
Johnson blew his whistle to signify the end of
the first period. After the whistle. UM defenseman Myles O'Connor checked BG freshman Martin Jiranek into the boards behind
the the Wolverine net.
"One of our players hit their player maybe
a split second after the buzzer went off and
they (the BG players) took offense to it,"
UM head coach Red Berenson said.
Following the melee, five players from
each team received game disqualifications.
The NCAA Hockey Rule Book states that a
disqualification penalty, "shall be imposed

upon any player who fights, attempts to injure an opponent or commits other serious
penalties..."
Johnson called three players from each
team for fighting, one from each for being
first off the bench, and one from each squad
for spearing.
The spearing and first one off the bench
penalties aside, the general argument from
the players and coaches were about the
fighting calls. There was grabbing, tugging,
pushing, shoving, pulling and yanking, but
— fighting?
"I think there should be some kind of distinction between fighting, and 25 guys on the
ice trying to pull guys off," BG's Marc Potvin, who was ejected for fighting, said.
"There's nothing in the rule book that shows
distiction between that. You can punch a guy
out and get disqualified for a game or you
can pull a guy off and get the same thing.
There's no justice there.
Berenson also said the infractions were
harsh.
"I didn't see everything, and I don t think
he (Johnsonl saw everything," Berenson

said. "But a game disqualifaction should be
when your actually in a fight, if they're calling it fighting. I didn't see on the score sheet
what they called it."
The fighting calls weren't noted when the
penalty infractions were listed at the start of
the second period, but appeared in final
game report. Fighting is a judgement call
interpreted by the officials. Johnson couldn't
be reached for comment.
Maybe silence is the best remedy as BG
head coach Jerry York doesn't believe in
crying over spilled milk.
I warned along time ago if you lose you
just shut up, no excuses," York said. "You
go to the next game, so I don't want to comment on how Michigan played, or referees,
or that situation."
By NCAA rules, a game disqualification
also warrants a one-game suspension.
The Falcons will miss some key veterans
for Friday's opener of the two-game series
against Michigan State at the BG Ice Arena.
Gone are Potvin (fighting), Chad Arthur
(fighting), Kevin Dahl (fighting), Rob Blake
ZSee Fight, page 15.

KSU runs past
Falcons 31-19
by Andy Woodard
sports editor

Bowling Green fullback Charles Viscounte rushes through the middle of the Kent State defense. The junior
gained 39 yards on seven carries in the Falcons 3119 loss. Making the tackle is Kent State safety Andy
Logan, who Intercepted three passes In the game.

KENT—Kent State put on a triple option clinic Saturday and
left Bowling Green witn its most losses since 1980.
Patrick Young, Eric Wilkerson and Co. rolled up 338 yards
total offense —all rushing — to lead the Golden Flashes to a
31-19 Mid-American Conference victory over the Falcons.
Kent State, the pre-season favorite to win the conference, is
now 44 overall, 2-5 in the MAC. BG falls to 2-7-1,1-5-1. The seven losses match the most by a Falcon team since the 1980 squad
finished 4-7.
, _^
, _ .
Leading the Golden Flashes rushing onslaught was fullback
Greg Wagner, who finished with 104 yards and two touchdowns
on 16carries.
. ,
. ._
Wilkerson, the MAC'S leading ground gainer, had 72 yards
and one touchdown on 12 carries. Young, the Kent State quarterback, and halfback Fermin Olivera, gained 64 and 67 yards,
respectively, on 12 carries apiece. Olivera added a touchdown.
"We ran the triple option well and that was the story of the
game," Kent State head coach Dick Crum said.
Falcons linebacker Duane Crenshaw said all the Kent State
□ See Falcons, page 15.

The Eastern Michigan soccer
team was the victim of a Bowling Green offensive explosion
Saturday.
The Falcons, which had
mustered just three goals in

their last three games, matched
that total in a matter of 12
minutes against the Hurons on
their way to 4-2 victory in Ypsilanti, Mich.
The win raised BG's record to
Ml, M in Mid-American Conference Cup action. The Hurons
fell to 9-7-2. The victory also
marked the eighth time in eight

meetings the Falcons have
defeated Eastern Michigan.
The win snapped a short-lived
one game losing streak and
marked the third victory in the
last four tries for the booters.
The victory also marked the
first win for the Falcons on the
road in 1988.
BG took control of the match

Spikers sweep two matches
by Amy Cole
sports reporter

It's over, but Bowling Green
head coach Denise Van De Walle
doesn't want it that way.
After finishing the MidAmerican Conference season
this weekend with wins against
Kent State (15-10, 14-16, 15-1,
154) and Ohio University (15-6,
15-9,154), Van De Walle and her
team know they could have done
better overall in the conference
given different circumstances.
The last time Van De Walle
and the team had a losing MAC
season was In 1985 when the Fal-

cons finished 7-11 overall. But
due to injuries this season, in
which BG finished 3-5 in the
MAC, the team has not been as
successful as the coach had
planned.
"I wish we were continuing in
the MAC," Van De Walle said.
"With the key people back in the
line-up, I know we could do
muchDetter."
But doing better will have to
wait until next year for the Falcons. Instead, they will lust have
to settle for finishing above .500
overall.
And it Is possible that they can
do that, as long as the Falcons
continue to play as well u they

have been.
Going into this past weekend,
the Falcons were 10-12 overall.
After the wins against Kent and
OU, BG upped its record to 12-12
overall. With only four matches
left in the season, the chances of
BG finishing above .500 are
Ty possible,
the matches against Kent
and OU, the Falcons could do
little wrong.
Behind senior co-captain Kelley Ellett's five service aces,
which moved her into a tie with
Debbie Hopkins (196348) and Jo
Lynn Williamson (196447) for
service aces in a career with 131,
□ See Spikers, page 15.

early with the aid of the 12
minute scoring onslaught which
saw the Falcons race to a 34
lead less than 19 minutes into the
match and a 44 half time lead.

A pair of freshman forwards
got trie scoring underway for the
Falcons. Rob Hunt scored his
fourth goal of the season at the
6:20 mark of the first half. The
assists on the play went to Brian
Drought and T.l. Casey.
Fellow freshman Chris Iantoni also tallied his fourth goal of
the season at the 14:45 mark off
a pass from sophomore midfielder Kyle Royer. The assist
was Royer's ninth of the campaign.
BG struck again at the 18:27
mark when junior midfielder
Chris Blike scored the Falcons'
third goal within 12 minutes.
Royer added his second assist of
the day. Iantoni also got credit
for an assist on the play.
But the Falcons were not
through. This time Royer was
the recipient of a pass from junior midfielder Roy StemweDer.
The goal was Royer's second of

by Brian Hollenbeck
sports reporter

Sometimes looks can be deceiving.
At first glance, Saturday's
Mid-American Conference meet
doesn't look like it was much of a
success for Bowling Green's
cross country team, but when
the performance is looked at
closely the harriers' effort was
indeed strong.
The men placed sixth with 133
points, finisning behind Central
Michigan, Eastern Michigan,
Ohio University, Ball State and
Miami, while the women finished in fourth (87 points) behind Ohio University, Kent State
and Miami.
Head coach Sid Sink said even
though the men harriers didn't
place real high, he feels the
squad had a good showing.
"Everybody went out hard
and ran with a lot of heart," Sink
said. " For the most part I feel
the team ran pretty well.
"It was kind of a surprise we
finished in sixth. Sixth place
doesn't sound too good, but
compared with our regular
season, it's a good finish. Our
Eoal was to beat Kent State and
Bllke
Royer
opefully pick another team off
and that's exactly what we did in
the season and BG's fourth of beating Western Michigan. I
the half.
think we did the best we could
Eastern Michigan scored two have possibly done."
goals of its own in the second
The men were led by junior
half, but it wasn't enough. Mike Mike McKenna (14th place,
Mahalick put the Hurons on the 25:25), sophomore Jon Wodarski
board at the 14:32 mark off an (22nd, 26:01), junior Brian Donassist from Rich Mayer.
nelly (27th, 26:13), freshman
Keith Maduras (31st, 26:25),
Mahalick struck again at the sophomore Dan Fulmer (39th,
26:27 mark to cap the day's scor- 26:45), senior John Hickman
ing. Robbie Ledorg and Rob (40th, 26:48) and freshman
Reed assisted on the goal.
Brian Hock (27:15).
Central Michigan's Bill Taylor
Falcon goalkeeper Mickey won the individual title with a
Loescher collected six saves, time of 24:01.
earning him his eighth victory of
The women were paced by
the season.
juniors Mary Louise Zurbach
(sixth, 18:44) and Laura SchulBG travels to Oxford Wednesday to face the Miami Redskins tesJU^glf). earning both
at 3 p.m. The MAC match marks
Following those two were
the end of the 1968 season for the
Falcons.
D See Harriers, page 14.

Booters end road skid with 4-2 win
by Mark Huntebrlnker
assistant sports editor

Zurbach,
Schultes
earn
All-MAC
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Tankers swim at Michigan
Must overcome Cooper Pool closing controversy
by Mike Drabenstott
sports reporter

The Bowling Green men's and women's swim teams face their
most difficult1'mortal" challenge of the season today, traveling to
Ann Arbor, Mich., to compete against the University of Michigan.
Their non-mortal challenge has been in the form of Cooper Pool's
recent precautionary closing.
While both of the above opponents are indeed formidable, the former of the two has been the primary focus of the Falcons, according
to head coach Brian Gordon.
"I dont think (the closing) has affected the team in the shortterm," Gordon said. "I think it would be more of a long-term problem. The team is presently viewing it as an inconvenience."
Such a view is necessary, Gordon said, if the swimmers are to
compete with the Wolverines, which were men's and women's Big
Ten champions and fifth- and eight-place NCAA finishers last
season, respectively. Three Olympians on the men's team are also
evidence of Michigan's power.
With the multitude of Michigan's talent, Gordon said that this
meet is the only one of the season where a win or loss is not of utmost

"It's kind of like the football team taking
on Penn State. We're getting the chance
to compete against a national power."
-Brian Gordon, BG swim coach
importance.
„
, __,
'This is the only time this year that we will accept a moral victory," Gordon said. "We will measure our success by doing the best
we can
"It's kind of like the football team taking on Penn State. We're getting the chance to compete against a national power."
A temporary solution to the non-mortal challenge of practicing in
the water was found in Findlay. Findlay College gave the Falcons
temporary use of its pool, enabling the tankers to prepare for the
meet in the water.
However, the Falcons were unable to follow the normal practice
procedures they perform at Cooper Pool.
"I would be remiss in saying that we're accomplishing everything
by working in Findlay. We've cut everything we've been working on
by about 50 percent," Gordon said.
Ironically, Gordon said he thinks that the adversity caused by Cooper Pool's closing has given the team a little more unity.
"The problem nas given them a common ground. It's drawing
them closer as a team, he said.

Harriers
D Continued from page 13.
senior Susie Dieters (20th,
19:17), junior Missy Bete (24th,
19:34), junior Missy Ellers
(26th, 19:35), sophomore Sharon
Hogrefe (29th, 19:47) and
freshman Andrea Rombes (40th,
20:05).
Western Michigan's Caroline
Mullen won the women's title
with a time of 18:02.

run our best race, but we ran
pretty solid so we can't be too
disappointed with the effort."
Zurbach, who has been the
harriers number one runner all
season, led the Falcons, but Sink
said she didn't run exceptionally
well.

The women were hoping for a
better finish, but Sink said he
was happy with their showing.

"She went out hard and was
with the leaders early, but for
some reason she just couldn't
hang on at the end of the race
like she normally does.

"Fourth place wasn't what we
were shooting for, but the teams
ahead of us just ran super
races," Sink said. "We didn't

"Maybe we were just a little
bit over-trained. Most of the
girls weren't as sharp as they
normally are."

HOWARD'S club H
210 N. MAIN

Phil Guy
&

Set the stage for your
career in entertainment!

For the 1989 season, Opryland will be casting more than
400 talented performers, instrumentalists, stage managers,
and stage crew members in a dozen lavish productions
featuring every kind of American Music. V* want talent that
sparkles with showmanship and professionalism.
You'll work with top professionals and polish your performing skills before an audience of over 2 million. \bu'U gain
exposure in one of the nation's music capitals... Nashville...
"Music City, USA.!" You'll get good pay.
And best of all, the opportunity to step into the limelight like
numerous other Opryland veterans such as members of the
Grammy nominated country band "Restless Heart," Mary
Elizabeth Mastrantonio from "The Color of Money1; Cynthia
Rhodes from "Dirty Dancing," and Patti Cohenour, now
starring in "Phantom of the Opera" on Broadway.
No appointment is necessary. A piano accompanist, record
and cassette players will be provided at auditions.
For more information on any of our 23-ciry auditions, just
contact Opryland Entertainment Department, 2802 Opryland
Dr., Nashville, TN 37214. (6151871 -6656,10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Monday through Friday.
m^^mm^ ICSTI
icMiMona
COLUMBUS, OHIO

or

Tuesday, Nov. 15,1988,12:00-3:00 p.m.,
Ohio State University, Department of Theatre,
Stadium II Theatre.
CINCINNATI, OHIO
Tuesday, Nov. 29,1988,12:003:00 p.m.,

University of Cincinnati, Tangeman Center,
Room 401 A SB.

Y

^

The Chicago Mj
7/Or'BLUES
FROM CHICAGO

Hockey summary
FRIDAY'S GAME
FIRST PERIOD
04:M —10 (1) — Bowing Green lakes a
1 0 lead as the hard work of Nelson Erwson pays off. Emerson brings the puck from
behind the Michigan net and skates to the
left ol goalie Warren Sharpies As he Is being harassed by a pair of Wolverines, he
manages lo tip the puck across the crease
to Joe Quinn. who puts rt past Sharpies
08:22 - BG (2KSHG> - Emerson and
Chad Arthur work the give-and go pity to
perfection whits short-handed to grve the
Falcons a 2-0 lead Kevin Dahl finds Emerson breaking out of the BG zone along the
right boards Emerson feeds the puck to
Arthur who catches up skating down center
Ice as the Falcons have two-on-one breakaway Arthur immediately rstuma rt back to
Emerson before UM defensernsn Myles
O'Connor and gosNender Warrsn Sharpies
can react. Emerson drives the puck by
Sharpies from the right face-off circle
07:15 — UM (1) — BG goaltender Paul
Connei (ass lo smother Brad Turner's weak
shot from the high slot UM's Mine Moea
pounces on the rebound and lifts high Into
the net on Connors glove side to cut BG s

lead
SECOND PERIOD
00:42- BO (3) — The Falcons take a
two-goal lead again just 42 seconds into
the period. Greg Parks tips Thad Rualecki's
low shot from the left point between Sharpies pads and mto the net.
05:04 — BG (4) — Emerson tips Otis
Ptageman's shot from the right point high
over Sharpies left shoulder. Emerson's
second goal of the contest gives BG s 4-1
toad.
07:6* — BG (6XSHG, — Parks tsrodous
fore-checking in the UM zone reaps BG's
second short-handed tally of the contest
Parks steals the puck along the right boards
in the Wolverine zone and lips a pass to
Marc Potvm Potvln corrals the pass at the
top of the right face-off circle. Potvln tires
the puck quickly and threads the needle between Sharpies' stick side and the post
08:53 — UM (2) —UM's Ryan Pardoski
finds teammate Jim Baltantine alone behind
the BG net. Baaantine wraps around the net
to the right ol Connei and shovels the puck
between Connei and the near post before
Connei can gain position.
11:02 — BG (6) —BG gain's a four-goal
lead again as Dahl feeds Steve Dickinson
open along the right boards in the nuetral
zone With Den Bytsma coasting down the
left side. BG forms another two-on-one
break Dickinson fakes the pass to Byttma
and holds the puck. Dickinson's quick snap
shot beats Sharpies high to the glove side
14:36 - UM (3) -The Fafcon'a Inabilty
to clear the puck costs them as UM cuts the
BO lead to three goals Pardoski makes a
good move to gam positioning to the right of
Connei He dekes a BG defensernsn. Alan
Logger! and feeds a back-hand pass to
Randy Kwong. who is wide-open In front of
the Falcon net Connei slides along the ice
and stacks his pads in attempt to stop
Kwong's shot, but only gets a piece ol It
with his pad
1*27 - UM (4KPPG» -Connei kicks

away a shot by O'Connor, but the puck
winds up on the abcfc ol Tad Kramer, who is
stationed in the high-slot Kramer tires it
back toward the net, and his shot beats
Connei on the glove side UM comes back
to withm two goals but trail 6-4
THIRD PERIOD
11:43 -BO (7)— Pierrick Mais takes a
paaa from Joe Quinn In the BG end as UM
was caught applying pressure. Mala cruises
down the leh side hugging the boards Mala
stays along the boards al the way Into the
UM zone He goes behind the Wolverine
net and stuffs Sharpies before he can react
to grve BG a three-goal lead again
12:23 — UM <6) — The Wolverines get
the goal back |ust 37 seconds later Pardoski gets credit lor a fluke goal as his shot hit
a BG defeneeman In Iron! of Connei The
puck went high In the air and lals mercilessly behind Connei into the net to make the
score. 7-6
18:46 - SO (8) - Emerson gains the
hat-trick" and closes the scoring on a nice
feed from Quinn Quinn makes a perfect
pass to Emerson who one-times the It by
Sharpies low on his glove side
Bowling Green 3. Michigan 6
SATURDAY'S GAME
FIRST PERIOD
08:23 —UM(1)— The Wolverines draw
first blood as BG defenseman Rob Blake
lals down while trying to keep the puck in
the UM zone The result was a three-onone break by the Wolverines Danny Felsner feeds Baltantine. who drops it back to
Stone Stone's shot from the slot trickles by
Connei giving UM a 1 -0 lead
03:28 - BO (1XPPQ) - BG ties the
score a minute later Blake's shot from the
point is deflected and comes right in front to
Quinn Sharpies reacts to Blake's shot
whee Quinn knocks down the puck and
fires rt by Sha/pies
18:47 — BO (2) — BG takes the lead as
Martin Jlranek nets his first goal as a Falcon. Arthur finds Dahl streaking down the
nght side into the UM zone. Dahl's bad
angle shot from the left ol the UM net is
kicked out by Sharpies but ends up on J*aneks' stick Jlranek scores with just 13
seconds left m the opening period to give
BGa2-1 lead
SECOND PERIOD
02:21 — BG 3BMSMJJ —The Falcon's
take a 3 1 lead as they capitalize on the
power play Parka scores from In close as
he receives s pass from Peter Holmes.
Parks la stationed directly to the right of
Sharpies and tucks the behind the goalie
06:28 — BO (4KSHG) — BG scores its
third short-handed goal ol the weekend and
Emerson's third ol the season Emerson
steels the puck and fires a quick snap shot
which beats Sharpies between the pads to
grveBGa three-goal lead, 4-1
03:68 — UM (2XPPQ) — BG defeneeman
Derek Hopko looses the puck In his own
zone allowing the Wolves to capitalize on
the power play Pardoski gams control ol
the puck to left of Connei and beats him to
the glove aide from In close to bring UM
back fo withm two
Michigan 7. Bowling Green 6
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Falcons

leers

D Continued from page 13.
backs were dangerous.
"We knew we had to contain
all of them," said Crenshaw,
who made eight total tackles.
The contest was played in a
constant rain which made field
conditions wet and sloppy. But
that didn't hurt Kent State. The
Golden Flashes, which had entered the game with a MACleading 23 fumbles, 16 of which
were lost, did not commit a turnover.
"The field was a mess, but the
offense did a good job of hanging
onto the ball, Crum said.
BG head coach Moe Ankney
said his team needed Kent State
to make several mis cues.
"For us to win, we had to have
some turnovers. We needed at
least three of them," Ankney
said.
But what they got instead was
a lesson in option football.
On Kent State's third possession, Wilkerson capped a
12-play, 59-yard drive with a
three-run off tackle. Four
different players carried the
ball on the way to the score.
After an Eric Smith interception at the Kent State 46 by Andy
Logan, the Golden Flashes
moved right back down the field
and scored on a five-yard run by
Olivera.
But right before the half,
Smith tossed a 12-yard touchdown pass to Reggie Thornton to
pull the Falcons within 14-7.
Ankney went for it twice on
fourth down and long on the
drive — one of which was a
12-yard run by Ron Viscounte on
a fake punt.
"We lost (long snapper) Scott

Cremhaw

Beckley on the opening kickoff
and that was one of the reasons
we had to gamble," said Ankney, who added that Beckley
sprained his wrist.
In the second half, Kent State
took the opening kick-off 75
yards in six plays and scored on
a one-yard plunge by Wagner.
On BG's next possession,
Smith sprained his ankle on a
fourth-and-one play and was replaced by back-up Steve Spray.
The junior walk-on came into
the season as the No. 4 quarterback and had played sparingly
all year.
Spray guided the Falcons 75
yards in 15 plays and scored his
first career touchdown on a fiveyard run.
"It (Smith's injury) happened
so fast that I didn't have time to
get excited," said Spray, who
was 14-of-26 and 151 yards and
two interceptions. "On the
touchdown, I nad a run-pass option and the run was there."
But that was as close as the
Falcons would get. Logan added
two more interceptions to stop
any potential comeback.
Wagner scored Kent State's
final touchdown on an 11-yard
run midway through the fourth
quarter. Place kicker Larry
Steinberg added a 27-yard field
goal with three minutes remaining.
Tailback Charles Edgerton
scored the game's final touchdown on a one-yard run.

G Continued from page 15.
its way between the legs of backup goalie Tim Keough. Keough,
who replaced Warren Sharpies
after Nelson Emerson scored at
the 3:28 mark of the second
period, got a handle on the puck
inches before it crossed the goalline.
"I haven't been involved in a
game like that for a long time,"
York said. "The disqualifications took us out of our special
teams but we still never gave
up."
The game on Friday night was
a 'powerful' display to say the

Spikers
D Continued from page 13.
BG dominated the court in both
matches.
Ellett, a 5-foot-10 middle hitter, posted six kills in 11 attempts for a .545 hitting percentage against OTJ. She also
added eight digs, four block assists and one block solo. Against
Kent, Ellett added eight
blocks,15 digs and two of her five
aces.
Aiding Ellett on the weekend

Why? Because Army ROTC teaches you the
leadership and management skills you
need for success — in college and in life.

D Continued from page 13.
(first man off the bench) and
Steve Dickinson (spearing), but
both York and Dahf said that it's
pointless to dwell on.
"All five do sit out for the first
game, but we still have plenty of
Elayers," York said. "We won't
e using that for a crutch all
weekend. We'll just suit up some

What

Can An
MBA

Do For
You?
■ E

T • H

QHD
SIAIE
UNIVERSITY

least. With UM benefitting from
having six power play attempts,
the Falcons turned the tables on
them. Even though the Falcons
allowed two Wolverine power
play goals, they won the game
because of their ability to play
shorthanded.
The Falcons were able to
benefit from the lackadaisical
play of the Wolverines when
twice they turned over the puck
on their power play and watched
as the BG tallied two goals
shorthanded by Emerson and
Potvin.
The goal by Emerson led to a

'hat trick' in a weekend which
saw him tally six points with five
of them coming on red lighters.
"Nelson really played an outstanding game/' York said. "He
has been on the verge of having
some big games, but this is the
first time this season that he has
shown what a dominant player
he is for us."
Emerson likes seeing the
offensive production, but has
spent more time working on his
defense this year.
"I knew I had to play hard defense this year," Emerson said.
"I have worked hard on the

things that don't come easy. My
defense is what will get me
beyond college hockey."
Now the worry is how the
team will respond next week
when they are forced to face the
top-ranked team in the nation
without five of their key players.
But Emerson knows the Falcons
will respond.
"I don't feel we have any added pressure, we have a lot of
great players and tradition," he
said. "We will come out and
practice hard all week and other
guys will get a chance to fill in
and get some ice time."

were freshman Lisa Mika, junior Linda Popovich and the
senior co-captain Jane Plantz.
Mika, a 6-foot outside hitter,
totaled 26 kills and eight errors
for a hitting percentage of .378
on the weekend.
Popovich, a 5-foot-4 setter,
posted 54 assists total against
Kent which aided the Falcons en
route to their team total of 64
kills.
Plantz, a 5-foot-10 outside hit-

ter, added to those kills against
Kent. She contributed 18 kills
with seven errors in 36 attempts
for a hitting percentage of .306.
She added two aces, 10 digs and
two blocks.
The team's performances on
the weekend pleased Van De
Walle, but she still is facing adversity with two more players
on the bench because of injuries.
"I just think we are playing
better at this point," van De

Walle said. "I am disappointed
because Suzi (Williams) and
Jennifer (Russell) are out, but
with the others back, we have a
good chance of winning the rest
of our matches."
n D D
Tonight the Falcons will be
looking to give Van De Walle the
100th win of her Bowling Green
coaching career when they take
on Dayton at 7 p.m. in Dayton.

different players and go after
Michigan State"
"It's really a big blow for us
with State coming up this weekend," Dahl said. "But as coach
(York) says, we're going to go in
there and give them everything
we got, and when we suit up Saturday (at MSU) we're going to
give ihem more."

An MBA degree from Ohio State
am bring you greater opportunities,
income, and career challenges. Our
nationally recognized MBA program
offers merit-based financial aid and
has no prerequisites. We enroll both
business and nonbusiness majors.
And many of our graduates have
gone or. to jobs with established
leaders like IBM, Goldman Sachs,
AT&T, and Procter & Gamble. For
a free brochure about our programs,
please write or call:
Director, MBA Programs
The Ohio State University
112HagertyHaU
1775 College Road
Columbus, OH 43210-1399
614-292-8511

TUESDAY:
FM 104 Ladies' Night with
"LA. EXPRESS"
95* Drinks & Suds

WEDNESDAY:
Motown Night
95* Drinks & Suds

Doors open at 8:00 p.m.
18 and over
•

25481 Dixie Highway 874-2254 •
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Herefc a NEW
TAX LAW tip"

ARMY ROTC
DISCOVER THE OPPORTUNITIES AVAILABLE TO YOU AT BGSU
CONTACT ARMY ROTC
372-2476
ROOM 151 MEMORIAL HALL

THE SMARTEST COLLEGE COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.

Generally, the new tax law requires you to pay at least 90
percent of your 1987 income
tax through withholding or
estimated tax payments. IT
you don't, you may have to pay
a penalty. Publication 506 con[I tains more information. Call
I-800-424-FORM (3676) or the
IRS Forms number in your
phone book to get a copy.
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COME WATCH
CAMPUS FILMS!
Thursday, Nov. 10th

UPDATE

College Bowl '88
Tonight First Round
3rd Floor Union
"Cry. The Beloved
Moseley 300 and 309
372-2343
Country"
at 8 p.m.
Gish Film Theater 9:20 p.m. - Free!
*
Final rounds on Wed. & Thurs.

Friday & Saturday Nov. 11th & 12th
8 p.m. "Bonnie and Clyde"
10 p.m. "The French Connection"
Midnight: "Dirty Harry"
210 MSC - $1.50 with BGSU I.D.

*
*
*
*
*
•

HEAD FOR THE HILLS
BACKING IN ALLEGHENY
Nov. 18th, 19th, 20th
sign-up Nov. 7 - 15
in the UAO office
$25 per person

*************
* **********
PROBLEM: Only 47 Shopping Days
until X-Mas!
SOLUTION: Shop with UAO in
Frankenmuth. Michigan!
Saturday, Nov. 19th
$10 for transportation

IS

Fight

Degree

OPPORTUNITY
KNOCKS ON OUR DOORS
FIRST.

Novimtwr 8,198S

*
*

ADMINISTRATIVE
AND
PERFORMING ARTS

*
*
*

COMMITTEES
have a SUPER
WEEK !!!

* * * A*******************

DRIVE THE NEW DODGE DAYTONA SHELBY Z...AND WIN!
Drrye to winiTolfe the wheel ol a Daylong SherpyZjitxJ put lha
DoOoepitormance machine through a competition ralry
course set up on campus Vouc lap wm Be etecttonrcarry hmed
and the student with the best' official scorn wins a trip to
DoytonaBeach tocompetem theNational Grand fmo» Plus
prues to the 2riaar& 3rd proce freshers MoDsorutery tree to
students
entryoeosy Just fin out the entry lorm at the competition ana
•WKIMKWI Open loony student IS yon a Oder
who's a licensed ottyer
Win a mo to DaynnaBeoch. Hondaduring Spring Bret*
including your roundtnp an rare and hotel accommodations as campus wlncm
National Grand HnotsAwards 1st Place -S5JXO cash
schoronryp and use ot a Dodge Doytona Shetoy Z
tot 'year

2nd Place -53.000 cash scholarship ana use Ota Dodge
Doytona Shelby Z tor i year 3rd Ploce-S2.000 cash scholarship
and use ot a Dodge Doytona Shetry I lor I year

NOV. 9, 1986
ICE ARENA PARKING LOT
10:00 A.M. TO 5:00 P.M.
SPONSORED BY STUDENT
ATHLETIC BOARD

We are looking to fill the position of Contemporary Issues Director.
Applications available in UAO office. Deadline Nov. 9th

ONE DAY ONLY
UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO

FREE TO ALL STUDENTS

Classifieds
•••JapanaeeCtub"'
Pizza Party lo celebrate
1st placa Homecoming Float
Toes Nov 8 8 PM
Key P*tufe at 8 30

352-5042
HAVE TO BH»» A PACKAOC?
For al your shipping needa
Federal Express. U PS
A-Z DATA CENTER 362-5042

The International Festival IKkets on sale now
Nov 9.6 30 ■ 9 PM University Hal riaeway
THETA ALPHA PHI MEETING
tor members and Theta Players
Tuesday.Nov Sal 10 30PM
in the Green Room
BE THERE1

• Attention Al Education MajorsACE Meeting on Thure
Nov 10. mm 30SMoeeleyel6 30
Hope to aee you there
'Door Prize*

WORLD STUDENT ASSOCIATION
PRESENTS
DTWAU' • An Indian Festival
ol Lights
Exotic sweets and refreshments provided
7 PM. Nov 9 - Wed at International
Lounge |411 South Hani
All are welcome"1

AalA FORMAL MEETING
Tuesday. November 8
OicK Aschman From KODAK CORPORATION
TOPIC Planning lor Marketing Succeaa
121 Weal Hal 7 30 PM
BQ PROM
ALL PUBLIC RELATIONS MAJORS'
JOIN US EVERY WEDNESDAY
AT 9:00 PM IN 316 WEST HALLIII

LOST & FOUND

QUALITY CHILD CARE
Provided In stable loving home
close lo BG campus
Educational activities provided
Cal Terry Lawrence 352-7065
Qualifications Include:
MASTERS OF EDUCATION
REGISTERED DIETmAN

SOMEONE CARES ABOUT
YOU ANO YOUR PREGNANCY PROBLEM
AT BOWLING GREEN PREGNANCY
CENTER
CALL 354-HOPE FOR INFO
ON FREE PREGNANCY TESTS AND
SUPPORTIVE SERVICES

LADIES BROWN LEATHER GLOVE FOUND
ON THE EAST SIDEWALK OF THE EDUCA
TON BUILDING CALL 352-8900

BGSU Skatmg Club
Open lo all students
Every Tuesday Night 9 15-10 15
Ice Arena
Have tun--meet new IrtendsLeant to Skate
Free lessons included
Hope lo see you there1

PERSONALS

LOST A PAIR OF WOMENS GLASSES IN
BLACK CASE BETWEEN HANNA AND WEST
HALLS REWARD IF FOUND PLEASE HELP
ME OR MY DAD WILL KILL ME CALL ANN
353-5357

Party Party Party
Tuesday. Nov 8th
Capital Records Hosts a
Showcase of New Progressive
Albums 1 More Skinny Puppy
Conceit Film & Door Prizes
UPTOWN

LOST AMBER SOS STYLE SUNGLASSES
PRESCRIPTION LENSES
CALL KIM AT
372-2497

BOWLING GREEN
COUNCIL OF TEACHERS OF MATHEMATICS
Come and Hear Jim Dague Speak
on Wednesday. November 9
al 7 00 PM
in 133 Life Science

Lost Brown wire-rimmed glasses on Ocl 22 II
lound please call Katie al 353-0417
Lost. Gold guys class ring from John Glenn
H S Class ol 1988. Extreme sentimental value II lound please can 372-4114

CRIMINAL JUSTICE ORGANIZATION
MeetingTONIQHT NOVEMBER «TH
0:00 PM 306 Harms Hall
Speaker-Larry Mershman ol the
Wood Co. Council on Alcohol and Drug
Abuse

LOST Gold chain with gold pendant on Tues.
11-1 between East Merry and BA building Reward il lound Please can 353-3782-lt has sentimenta! value'
^^^^^^^^^__
LOST: Large blue winter coat Large reward
Call 2-3187 No questions asked

FASHION MERCHANDISING ASSOCIATION
MEETING NOV. 9 6:00 McFALL ASSEMBLY
ROOM
WE ARE WHAT YOU MAKE US

Reward: Lost mint green coal at Rec 10-31.
Patches on sleeve and mesh in places It lound
please can 372-1742 or 354-1197 No questions asked

Need work experience In your Held? Go lo the
lop with an internship in Washington DC Earn
12-15 credit hours, housing provided Come lo
an mlormation session TODAY al 11
AM Center lor Academic Options. 231 Admin
or call 2-8202

SERVICES OFFERED

PARTIAL SCHEDULES WILL BE DISTRIBUTED
TOCAMPUS ADDRESSES. ONCAMPUS
MAILBOXES OR HOME ADDRESSES
BEGINNING NOVEMBER 10
YOU MUST BRING A COPY OF
YOUR PARTIAL SCHEDULE TO BE ADMITTED
TO REGISTRATION

QUALITY TYPESET RESUMES
116.00
UnlGraphlcB
211 Weal Hall 372-7411

Student Council lor Learning Disabilities
Wed. Nov 9.7 00
202 Education
Introductory Meeting

Abortion. Morning Alter Treatment
Proud to be Pro-Choice
Center lor Choice II
Toledo. OH 255-7769

\

For at your typing needa
A-Z Data Center

The 4lh ANNUAL
COMPUTERFESTIVAL
SUNDAY NOVEMBER 13. 1988
8 30 AM to 4 30 PM
MASONIC GREAT HALL
4645 Heatherdowna ■ Toledo. Ohio

CAMPUS «■ CITY EVENTS

'

16

Take a class thai stows you lo experience what
you study Visit Washington D C this spring
break to explore the phenomena ol poverty and
racism and solutions For more information call
Bill Thompson and-or Pam Boehm at
352-7534.

• ■•• PHI SIGMA KAPPA FOOTBALL
ATTENTION PHI SK3 BROTHERS' TONIGHT
AT 6 00 ON FIELD FOUR OF THE ICE ARENA
FIELDS. OUR UNDEFEATED FOOTBALL
TEAM WILL TAKE ON
PHI KAPPA PSI IN THE FIRST ROUND OF THE
PLAYOFFS SHOW YOUR PHI SIG PRIDE 1
CHEER ON THE TEAM TO V+C-T-O-R-Y
DAMN PROUD'
• -Alpha XI Delta-Debbie. Karmen. Jeni. Sarah. Tina
After lurther review ol the game It stands as
called. Alpha Xi's win by 3 yards Congrats on a
great victory! Thanks guys
Mary (061
"The one that catches the ban"

TOM CRUISE
^aaKoT TueSN|Te
_,JS POPCORN
| NIT€-fU.L
I POPCORN
■
1/2
PRICC

0^1

■JEFF GIBBONS'
What an awesome Radio Voice'
Do those people at WBQU know
How lucky ihey are?

FREE CATALOG
of Government Books

TONIT6 RT 7:15 - 9:15

A.L..J

Strut for your copy today!
Fret Catalog
Box 37000
Waininjlon DC 20013-7000

DAVID HARRIS

SOCICDV
I Vou K>/e vbuH Wrfoawr
(TllfCT.ofl t»V 15
UftW us OM£ ACKijl.
IT'S

so exctTii*;'

I

FRowT RutJNER, MlCHAEi"DOKAtcts.seeKiiof; Mis
FtQST i^eSiDCuTiAL
OOTlOC,...

/

ftNC T*tJ Ooo HAVE THE
WePuDLiCAU TJELEC/WE ,
ceoftae •Basil, ucomuc,
TOCOLLOW iti nts?eet>ecessoHA
foorsTfPs.
sstooRMAiJ

Jamie A Ken
So how do you reaty leel about Plfieoones?
Chalawack

11 STUDENTS WERE SHOT; 4 DIED
At Kent Slate University on May 4,1670
Come hear why.
HSA PRESENTS Alan Canfore
Alan Cantora, a atudenl who was thol by the
National Guard at Kent State University In
May 1970, will be here tomorrow night to
speak about student activism 121 Wesl Hall.
1:30 PM

LORIPOO
It was two years ago when I met a bear
Who was sweet and pretty with lots ot blue hair
When she was gone. I was brown in compare
I love you Cuhe. Happy Anniversary Bear
GP

ANDREA. DENISE. and LAURA
Congratulations
on becoming
AOTTSI
Love, Your Favorite CHI-0 and ALPHA DELT
AOTT AOTT-BETHANY WOLF -AOTT AOTT
I'm so exdled to be your Panda Pal' Get psyched lor a greet aemeater with BQ a newest
and finest sorority
AOTT Love, Your Secret Panda Pal
ARE YOU AWARE OF THE FACT THAT A RECENT REPORT BY THE NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCE ESTIMATES THAT 735.000
PEOPLE ARE HOMELESS ON ANY GIVEN
NIGHT? ARE YOU AWARE OF THE FACT
THAT AT LEAST 100,000 OF THESE PEOPLE
ARE CHILDREN? ARE YOU AWARE OF THE
FACT THAT EVEN THOUGH THIS GROUP
TRIED TO PRESENT THE FACTS AND FIGURES THAT THEY WERE STILL UNABLE TO
•CAPTURE THE EXTENT OF THEIR ANGER
AND DISMAY." ARE YOU AWARE OF THE
FACT THAT THERE ARE HUNDREDS OF
PEOPLE THROUGHOUT THIS COUNTRY
THAT HAVE BEEN PARTICIPATING IN
PROTESTS RESULTING IN ARRESTS TO EXPRESS THEIR ANGER AND DISMAY. ARE
YOU AWARE THAT THERE IS A GROUP OF
PEOPLE WHO HAVE NOT EATEN ANY FOOD
FOR A TOTAL OF 41 DAYS ON ELECTION
DAY TO EXPRESS THEIR ANGER AND DISMAY. THERE IS A NATIONAL MOVEMENT TO
DEMAND BASIC HUMAN RIGHTS. NOW YOU
ARE AWARE. NOVEMBER 44 POEPLE ARE
FASTING THROUGHOUT THE COUNTRY TO
EXPRESS THEIR ANGER AND DISMAY. JOIN
THE FAST. REALIZE THE OPPRESSION OF
PEOPLE IN OUR COUNTRY. BE AWARE
WHEN VOTING.

M.J.D.
HAPPY BIRTHDAY!!
Be ready to celebrate al night long1
Love ya Iota.
DAB
Perryaburg Inn and Cafe Special Student
Monthly. Weekly Rate. Ill per night, ln-room
movies and HBO. 26054 N. Dixie Highway at
M751 Rt. 25. 41 9o74-1313
THE BARN TRIVIA
DID YOU KNOW THAT THE COMBINED
AGE OF THE BARN IS 133?"
OO YOU CARE?
To our rommmate on her t -2 A Decade Anniversary.
Just wanted to say ANNIVERSARY, not
HAPPY, cause only serious people aay
HAPPY I
P.L.S
Vole lor ELVIS
Vote lor ELVIS
Vote for ELVIS

1 FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED TO SUBLEASE FOR SPRING SEMESTER $112 50 A
MO 353-2400

From tfyers and lorms lo newsletters and letterhead we've got what you need lo look SUPER
on paper' See us tot a" your TYPESETTING
NEEDS' Kmko's 354-3977

1 roommate needed 10 sublet furnished
apartmnnt for spring semester Close to campus on High and Scott Hamilton Low utilities
and rent Cal 353-5850 lor details

HAPF Y BELATED 21 St BIRTHDAY
STEPHANIE WEAKS!
Love. Jane! & Julie

2 FEMALE ROOMMATES WANTED FOR
SPRING SEMESTER
$128 A MONTH
353-3939
2 lemales lo sublease apt spring '89 $145 a
mo plus alec Cloae to campua For more into
cal Law 363-3748
__
COOL roommate needed lo share trailer avail
Dec 1st. $200 a mo Incl uhl No Lease1 No
smokers please! 353-4825
Female roommatea needed to ahare specious 2
bedroom apt lor spring sem. Reasonable Rent
Can 353-5849

interested in being a Student Wellness Peer
Advisor for 1989-90? Apptcafiona are now avaaable Can 372-8302 or visit the Wen" 220
Student Health Center
Inlramural Entries due M SGLS RACQUETBALL-NOV B; M WRESTUNG-NOV 9; M. W
3-PLAYER BASKETBALLMOV 17

r"

Female roommate needed to sublease lor
spring semester East Merry apt $590 lor
semester plus gas 1 electric Cal Cathy at
352-9338
Female lo sublease apl lor spring earn 2
bdrm -2 bath, spacious Plane cal 352-3181
after 5 O0-leave message, wei relum cal

NEED A NEW PLACE! Dec. Orad seeks lemale subleeser. Second St. apt. Cell lereu
at 354-1873
One male or female to sublease lor spring
semester Furnished apartment and dose lo
campua m Ridge Manor Apartments Cal Ed
363-7722 or cal Gieenbnai 352071 7
One male roommate lor Boring semeeler 815
Eighth St Cal 353-3639. Steve

HI

I "Where people reach new heights"

L

initx; presentation
nrocontatinn
careernnnnrti
opportunity

7 p.m. Business Adminstration Building
Room 1007

Call Amy at The KEY, 372-8086 or stop by 28 West Hall.
Be a part of The 1989 KEY!

The Bowling Green State University
Board of Student Publications
is now accepting
applications for
EDITOR
of

THE BG NEWS
Deadline: 5 p.m., November 22

ACTIVITIES DIRECTORS NEEDED
NOW INTERVIEWING lor the summer ol 1989'
Need a summer |ob? Don't wait til the last
minute' Our cempground. Yogi Bear's Jellyslone Camp Resort. Is looking lor 2 creative,
outgoing persons lo coordinate ft direct activities lor 8 lamily camping resort Location: Aurora. OH 5 miles trom Sea World ot Ohio and
Geauga Lake Park Experience preferred but
not a must Living taclilies provided II interealed. send resume to Jelystone Camp Resort. 3392 S R 82. Mantua. OH 44255

LIFEOUARDS
Gel your summer job kned up now' Head Lileguard-rale based on experience Lifeguards all
shifis-$4 per hr II interested, contact: JELLYSTONE CAMP RESORT. 3392 S R 82.
Mantua. OH 44255 [near Sea World ol Ohio)
Local employer needa pen-time person lor
Spring Semester lo do mapping and Held
checking. Excellent opportunity. Cell the Coop 0|iiceat3722»51lflritwealed1_^^^
MR SPOTS WANTS YOU'
3 new driver positions svailable Slart kronediatety-appfy m peraon-between 2 00 ft 5 00
PM Must have own car
Occasional babysitter needed
Cal 353-1682
OVERSEAS JOBS Summer, yr
round,
Europe. S Amer . Australia. Aw al tielda
$900-2000 a mo Sightseeing. Iree Inlo Wnle
DC. PO Box 52-OH03 Coronado Del Mar. CA
92625
Subway Sandwiches currently has an opening
lor 3 part time positions Help needed belore
and during Holiday season Apply In person
Applications being tekon Nov 8-10
Toledo company needs Junior Human Resource Ma|or with strong statistics background or MBA atudenl lor Spring and Summer 1119 Coop. Cell Coop Office al

372-2451

t

Toledo company needa Junior Journalism coop tor Spring and Summer 1919. Should have
3.0 OPA. Call Coop Office el 372-2451.

FOR SALE
1983 Audi 4000 S 4 door, 5 speed, aunrool.
air. runs good Good conation Must eel
352-0431 after 5 PM
1986 Chevy Cavalier PS. P-B. AM-FM Ceasetle. Cat Alarm. Rear window delrost. in great
shape Cal456-3182
2 Advenl load speakers, Marantz receiver ft
Gerrard turntable Best otter Call 352-7065
Coupon Book
$75 negotiable
372-5712 Andrea
For Sale Early American furniture, coach
swivel chair, rocking Lazy Boy rediner. end
table, pole lamp, magazine rack All good condition 4x8 slate Brunswick pool table Uke new.

Cal 869-2837
FOR SALE: 1981 VoKswegon Jena Metatjc
bare-no rual, good condition $1100 cal Dan

353-2639
New lotus elec guitar vrlth hardabel case and
new peavey aludo pro amplifier Excellent condition $1400 new, but wil sell lor $500 or
boslotter 3725428
Pledge Peddles For Sale
Stained ft complete with a leather hanging
strap Price range is $8-$13 If interested. Cal
Jeftet 353-7635

2 lemale roommates needed to share apt very
dose lo campus (Thurson ft Ridge) Jan • May
Cal 353-7630
706 Second SI Apt A
2 bdrm turn apt. available immediately
Call John Newlove Real Estate

354-2260

Res
ume
(lasef type)'

(Typeset type)*

Choose a quality typeset resume from

for spring semester 1989
Applications Available At: 214 West Hall

60 OPENINGS
NEED EXTRA CASH"1
OPPORTUNITIES IN
FACTORY. CLERICAL, SECRETARIAL. ASSEMBLY
and others
NEVER A FEE
PART TIME and FULL TIME
YOUR CHOICE OF SHIFTS
For your convenience AIM TEMPORARIES
Wil be accepting applications on Wed Nov. 9
al the Best Western Falcon Plaza Hotel
1450 East Wooslet 9 00-3 30 PM
(Bring 2 ID'S) - NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE

FOR RENT

There are limited spaces available for group shots, so act now
to reserve a spot In the book.

To meet our deadline, all photos must be taken before
Thanksgivingl

HELP WANTED

Wanted: 1 lemale roommate In two bedroom
apartment; very epedous and conlortable Irving.
Please cal coeact 1 -878-2462

Wednesday, November 9,1988

The KEY is currently taking group pictures ot
organizations and greeks tor The 1989 yearbook.

Wanted Remale roommate lo share big house
AveMbkt Nov 5. $125 a mo Pay halt ol ul.lilies Can 352-4952 Irom 7 30 - 3 00 or
353-6654 after 3 00

MALE TO SUBLEASE ROOM IN SPRING
FURNISHED $135 A MONTH (3RD ST.)
CALL NOW. GILBERT 353-7427

Clairol
A
A

Wanted One lemale roommate needed to su
bleaae lor Spring--Close lo Campus
353-4079

Get Your Fool in the Door' PROFESSIONAL
TYPESET RESUMES thai bring the inlerviews
Don't take chances on less WE DO IT RIGHT
Klnko's 354-3977

ELVIS lor President
Hound Dog Party

HSA Thanks al organizations that are
helping cosponaor the Alan Can lor a visit:
Best Western Falcon Plaza Motor Inn
Center lor Environmental Programs
Ethnic Studies Department
History Department
Honors Program
Peace Coalition
Phi Eta Sigma
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Social Justice Committee
Theta Chi Fraternity
University Activities Organization
University Programmers Council

Wanted 2 non-smoking females to share house
lor spring and-or summer semesters Own
room, $130 e month plus utilities Close lo
campus Please Can 353-7900

"THE KINO"Loves PcJIyeyes Pizza

1 FEMALE RMTE NEEDED TO SUBLEASE
VILLAGE GREEN APT FOR SPRING CALL
MARY ANN AT 353-3997

HSA PRESENTS
ALAN CANFORA
Speaker on Student Activism
Wednesday. November 9. at 8 30 PM
121 Wesl Hall
Free Admission!"

Wanted I female roommate needed lor spring
semester $545 per semester Cal 353-1B17

ATTENTION-HIRING' Government Jobs-your
area
S15.000$68.000
Call 1602)
838-8885 Ext 4244

1 female non-amoking roommate needed to
share house very dose to campua-avail lor
spring semester Call353-7407

Honorary Member
Phi Eta Sigma
ELVIS

November C, 1988

Who can turn Parent's Weekend kilo the best
celebration Pi Phi has ever seen? Bobble Helbang can! Thanks lor all o! your hard work1

WANTED

ATTENTION SAM B'S SPECIALS
•SIRLOIN STEAK DINNER $5 95
• HALF-PRICE ON MIXED DRINKS J
APPETIZERS 3-6 PM DAILY
•FRESH. HOMEMADE SOUP. SALAD.
ROLL AND BUTTER $2 95
• APPETIZERS HALF-PRICE 9-10 PM
Downtown BG al 146 N Main

IRISH
Forget the IM championship this year

Have we shot you yet?

KRISTIN TOMASKO
CONGRATULATIONS ON AOTT!
I'M SO HAPPY FOR YOU
GOOD LUCK
LOVE. ANO

tO News

211 West Hall
372-7418
' 12 pt type enlarged

December Graduate needs 1 lemale roommate to sublease apt Jan through May.
Cloae lo campua (2nd and High). Call
354-4722 before 11PM
Need 1 male roommate to sublease house with
4 other guys Own room $ 103 per month plus
ulil Cal 353-7358 or 353-6326 Immediate
possession
^

